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ABSTRACT
MULTIPLE PARTON RADIATION IN
HADROPRODUCTION
AT LEPTON-HADRON COLLIDERS
By
Pavel M. Nadolsky
Fatorization of long- and short-distane hadroni dynamis in perturbative Quan-
tum Chromodynamis (QCD) is often obstruted by the oherent partoni radiation,
whih leads to the appearane of large logarithmi terms in oeients of the pertur-
bative QCD series. In partiular, large remainders from the anellation of infrared
singularities distort theoretial preditions for angular distributions of observed prod-
uts of hadroni reations. In several important ases, the preditive power of QCD
an be restored through summation of large logarithmi terms to all orders of the per-
turbative expansion. Here I disuss the impat of the the oherent parton radiation
on semi-inlusive prodution of hadrons in deep inelasti sattering at lepton-proton
olliders. Suh radiation an be onsistently desribed in the b-spae resummation
formalism, whih was originally developed to improve theoretial desription of pro-
dution of hadrons at e+e− olliders and eletroweak vetor bosons at hadron-hadron
olliders. I present the detailed derivation of the resummed ross setion and the
energy ow at the next-to-leading order of perturbative QCD. The theoretial results
are ompared to the experimental data measured at the ep ollider HERA. A good
agreement is found between the theory and experiment in the region of validity of the
resummation formalism. I argue that semi-inlusive deep inelasti sattering (SIDIS)
at lepton-hadron olliders oers exeptional opportunities to study oherent parton
radiation, whih are not available yet at olliders of other types. Speially, SIDIS
an be used to test the fatorization of hard sattering and ollinear ontributions at
small values of x and to searh for potential rossing symmetry relationships between
the properties of the oherent radiation in SIDIS, e+e− hadroprodution and Drell-
Yan proesses.
To Sunny, my true love and inspiration
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Sine its foundation in 1970's, perturbative Quantum Chromodynamis (PQCD) has
evolved into a preise theory of energeti hadroni interations. The suess of the
QCD theory in the quantitative desription of hadroni experimental data originates
from the following fundamental ideas:
1. Hadrons are not elementary partiles. As it was rst shown by the quark model
of Gell-Mann and Zweig [1℄, basi properties of the observed low-energy hadroni
states are explained if hadrons are omposed of a few onstituent quarks with
spin 1/2, frational eletri harges and new quantum numbers of avor and
olor [2℄. If the hadron onstituents (partons) are bound weakly at some energy,
they an possibly be deteted in sattering experiments. The parton model of
Feynman and Bjorken suggested that the pointlike hadroni onstituents may
reveal themselves in the wide-angle sattering of leptons o hadroni targets [3℄.
The rst diret experimental proof of the hadroni substruture ame from
the observation of the Bjorken saling [4℄ in the eletron-proton deep-inelasti
sattering [5℄; subsequently the quantum numbers of partons were tested in a
variety of experiments [6℄.
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2. The elementary partons of QCD are urrent quarks, whih interat with one
another through mediation of non-Abelian gauge elds (gluons) [7℄. These gauge
elds are introdued to preserve the loal SU(3) symmetry of the quark olor
harges, in aordane with the pioneering work on non-Abelian gauge sym-
metries by C. N. Yang and R. L. Mills [8℄. Remarkably, the QCD interations
weaken at small distanes beause of the anti-sreening of olor harges by
self-interating gluons [9℄. Due to this feature (asymptoti freedom) of QCD,
probabilities for parton interations at distane sales smaller than 1 GeV−1 an
be alulated as a series in the small QCD running oupling αS. In the opposite
limit of large distanes, αS grows rapidly, so that the QCD interations be-
ome nonperturbative at the sale of about 0.2 GeV−1. Suh sale dependene
of the QCD oupling explains why the partons behave as quasi-free partiles
when probed in the energeti ollision, but eventually are onned in olorless
hadrons at the later stages of the sattering.
3. Beause of the parton onnement, quantitative alulations within QCD re-
quire systemati separation of dynamis assoiated with short and long distane
sales. The possibility for suh separation is proven by fatorization theorems
[1015℄. With time, the fatorization was proven for observables of inreas-
ing omplexity. In 1977, G. Sterman and S. Weinberg introdued a notion of
infrared-safe observables, whih are not sensitive to the details of long-distane
dynamis [16℄. A typial example of an infrared-safe observable is the ross-
setion for the prodution of well-separated hadroni jets at an e+e− ollider.
It was shown that infrared-safe observables an be systematially desribed by
means of PQCD. As a next step, fatorization was proven for inlusive observ-
ables depending on one large momentum sale Q2. In the limit Q2 → ∞,
suh observables an be fatorized into a perturbatively alulable hard part,
2
desribing energeti short-range interations of hadroni onstituents, and sev-
eral proess-independent nonperturbative funtions, relevant to the ompliated
strong dynamis at large distanes.
The proof of fatorization is more involved for hadroni observables that depend
on several momentum sales (e.g., dierential ross setions). The ompliations
stem not so muh from the omplex dependene of the ross setions on kinematial
variables, but from the presene of logarithms ln r, where r is some dimensionless
funtion of the kinematial parameters of the system. For instane, r may be a ratio
of two momentum sales P1 and P2 of the system, r = P1/P2. Near the boundaries
of the phase spae, the ratio r an be very large or very small, in whih ase the
onvergene of the series in the QCD oupling αS an be spoiled by the largeness of
terms proportional to powers of ln r. Hene the fatorization annot be proven as
straightforwardly as in the ase of the inlusive observables, beause its most obvious
requirement  suiently rapid onvergene of the perturbative series  is violated.
To restore the onvergene of PQCD, one may have to sum the large logarithmi
terms through all orders of αS. This proedure is ommonly alled resummation.
Logarithmi terms of one rather general lass appear due to the QCD radiation along
the diretions of the observed initial- or nal-state hadrons (ollinear radiation) or
the emission of low-energy gluons (soft radiation). Suh logarithms ommonly aet
observables sensitive to the angular distribution of the hadrons. In several important
proesses, the soft and ollinear logarithms an be onsistently resummed through
the use of the formalism developed by J. Collins, D. Soper and G. Sterman (CSS).
The original resummation tehnique was proposed in Ref. [17℄ to desribe angular
distributions of bak-to-bak jets produed at e+e− olliders (Fig. 1.1a). Subsequent
developments of this tehnique and its omparison to the data on the e+e− hadropro-
dution were presented in Refs. [1820℄. In Ref. [21℄ the resummation formalism was
3
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Figure 1.1: (a) Prodution of hadroni jets at e+e−olliders; (b) Prodution of lepton
pairs at hadron-hadron olliders
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extended to desribe transverse momentum distributions of lepton pairs produed
at hadron-hadron olliders (Fig. 1.1b). In the subsequent publiations [2227℄, this
tehnique was developed to a high degree of numerial auray. Currently the re-
summation analysis of this type is employed in the measurements of the mass [28℄ and
the width [29℄ of the W -bosons produed at the pp¯ ollider TEVATRON. With some
modiations, this resummation formalism is also used to improve PQCD preditions
for the prodution of Higgs bosons [30℄ and photon pairs [31℄ at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC).
The hadroprodution at e+e−olliders and the lepton pair prodution at hadron-
hadron olliders (Drell-Yan proess) are the simplest reations that require resumma-
tion of the soft and ollinear logarithms. In both reations, the interation between
the leptons and two initial- or nal-state hadroni systems is mediated by an ele-
troweak boson V with a timelike momentum. The CSS resummation formalism an
also be formulated for reations with the exhange of a spaelike eletroweak vetor
boson [32, 33℄. In this work, I disuss resummation in the semi-inlusive prodution
of hadrons in eletron-hadron deep-inelasti sattering, whih is the natural analog of
e+e− hadroprodution and Drell-Yan proess in the spaelike hannel. The reation
of semi-inlusive deep-inelasti sattering (SIDIS) e+ A→ e +B +X , where A and
B are the initial- and nal-state hadrons, respetively, is shown in Figure 1.2.
As in the other two reations, in SIDIS the multiple parton radiation aets an-
gular distributions of the observed hadrons. The study of the resummation in SIDIS
has several advantages in omparison to the reations in the timelike hannels. First,
SIDIS is haraterized by an obvious asymmetry between the initial and nal hadroni
states, so that the dependene of the multiple parton radiation on the properties of
the initial state an be distinguished learly from the dependene on the properties of
the nal state. In ontrast, in e+e− hadroprodution or the Drell-Yan proess some
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Figure 1.2: Semi-inlusive deep inelasti sattering
details of the dynamis may be hidden due to the symmetry between two external
hadroni systems. Notably, I will disuss the dependene of the resummed observables
on the longitudinal variables x and z, whih an be tested in SIDIS more diretly than
in e+e− hadroprodution or Drell-Yan proess.
Seond, SIDIS an be studied in the kinematial region overed by the measure-
ments of the hadroni struture funtions Fi(x,Q
2) in ompletely inlusive DIS. The
ongoing DIS experiments at the ep ollider HERA probe Fi(x,Q
2) at x down to 10−5,
whih are muh smaller than lower values of x reahed at the existing hadron-hadron
olliders. The region of low x, whih is urrently studied at HERA, will also be
probed routinely in the prodution of W±, Z0 and Higgs bosons at the LHC. At suh
low values of x, other dynamial mehanisms may ompete with the ontributions
from the soft and ollinear radiation desribed by the CSS formalism. The study of
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the existing SIDIS data provides a unique opportunity to learn about the appliabil-
ity of the CSS formalism in the low-x region and estimate robustness of theoretial
preditions for the eletroweak boson prodution at the LHC.
Last, but not the least, is the issue of potential symmetry relations between the
resummed observables in SIDIS, e+e− hadroprodution and Drell-Yan proess. In
SIDIS, the dynamis assoiated with the initial-state radiation may be similar to the
initial-state dynamis in the Drell-Yan proess, while the nal-state dynamis may
be similar to the nal-state dynamis in e+e−hadroprodution. It is interesting to
nd out if the data support the existene of suh rossing symmetry.
The results presented here were published or aepted for publiation in Ref. [35
37℄. The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I disuss
the basis of fatorization of mass singularities in hadroni ross setions. Then I
review the general properties of the Collins-Soper-Sterman resummation formalism
and illustrate some of its features with the example of hadroprodution at e+e−
olliders.
In Chapter 3, I apply the resummation formalism to semi-inlusive deep inelasti
sattering. Guided by the similarities between SIDIS, e+e− hadroprodution and
Drell-Yan proess, I introdue a set of kinematial variables that are partiularly
onvenient for the identiation and subsequent summation of the soft and ollinear
logarithms. I also identify observables that are diretly sensitive to the multiple
parton radiation. In partiular, I argue that suh radiation aets the dependene of
SIDIS ross setions and hadroni energy ow on the polar angle in the photon-proton
enter-of-mass frame. Next I derive the O(αS) ross setion and obtain the O(αS)
oeients for the resummed ross setions and the hadroni energy ow.
In Chapter 4, I ompare the results of the CSS resummation formalism and O(αS)
xed-order alulation with the data from the ep ollider HERA. I show that the CSS
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resummation improves theoretial desription of various aspets of these data. I also
disuss the dependene of the resummed observables on the longitudinal variables
x and z. I show that the HERA data are onsistent with the rapid inrease of
nonperturbative ontributions to the resummed ross setion at x . 0.01. I disuss
the potential dynamial origin of suh low-x behavior of the CSS formula.
Finally, in Chapter 5 I disuss the impat of the multiple parton radiation on az-
imuthal asymmetries of the SIDIS ross setions. I show that the CSS resummation
formalism an be used to distinguish reliably between perturbative and nonperturba-
tive ontributions to the azimuthal asymmetries. I also suggest to measure azimuthal
asymmetries of the transverse energy ow, whih provide a lean test of PQCD.
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Chapter 2
Overview of the QCD fatorization
Perturbative alulations in Quantum Chromodynamis rely on a systemati proe-
dure for separation of short- and long-distane dynamis in hadroni observables. The
proof of feasibility of suh proedure naturally leads to the methods for improvement
of the onvergene of the perturbative series when this onvergene is degraded by
infrared singularities of ontributing subproesses. Here I present the basis of the
fatorization proedure. The omitted details an be found in standard textbooks on
the theory of strong interations, e.g., Refs. [3841℄.
2.1 QCD Lagrangian and renormalization
Low-energy hadroni states have internal substruture. They are omposed of more
fundamental fermions (quarks) that are bound together by non-Abelian gauge fores.
The quanta of the QCD gauge elds are alled gluons. Quantum ChromoDynamis
(QCD) is the theory that desribes strong interations between the quarks. In the
9
lassial eld theory, the QCD Lagrangian density in the oordinate spae is
LQCD(x) =
∑
f
ψ¯f (i/∂ − gAa/ Ta −mf )ψf
− 1
4
F αβa Faαβ −
λ
2
(ηαA
α
a )
2 + c¯a (δadη · ∂ − gCabdη · Ab) cd, (2.1)
where ψfl(x), A
α
a (x) and ca(x) are the quark, gluon and ghost elds, respetively;
F αβa (x) ≡ ∂αAβa − ∂βAαa − gCabcAαbAβc (2.2)
is the gauge eld tensor; −λ(ηα · Aαa )2/2 is the term that xes the gauge η · A = 0.
The vetor ηα is equal to the gradient vetor ∂α in ovariant gauges (∂αA
α
a = 0) or an
arbitrary vetor nα in axial gauges (nαA
α
a = 0). The olor indies l, m vary between
1 to Nc (where Nc = 3 is the number of olors), while the olor indies a, b, c, d vary
between 1 and N2c − 1. The index f denotes the avor (i.e., the type) of the quarks,
whih is onserved in the strong interations. The remaining parameters in LQCD(x)
are the QCD harge g and the masses of the quarks mf .
The QCD Lagrangian is invariant under the gauge transformations of the SU(Nc)
olor group:
ψf (x) → U(θ(x))ψf (x); (2.3)
TaA
α
a (x) → U(θ(x))TaAαa (x)U−1(θ(x)) +
i
g
(∂αU(θ(x)))U−1(θ(x)), (2.4)
where the x−dependent unitary operator U(θ(x)) is
U(θ(x)) ≡ e−iTaθa(x). (2.5)
(Ta)lm and Cabd are generator matries and struture onstants of the olor group.
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The ommutators of the matries (Ta)lm are
[Ta, Tb] = iCabcTc. (2.6)
The quark elds ψfl and gauge elds A
α
a are vetors in the fundamental and adjoint
representations of SU(Nc), respetively.
In the quantum theory, ψf , A
α, ca are interpreted as bare (unrenormalized) op-
erators of the orresponding elds; g and mf are interpreted as the bare harge
and masses. The perturbative alulation introdues innite ultraviolet orretions
to these quantities. In order to obtain nite theoretial preditions, LQCD has to be
expressed in terms of the renormalized parameters, whih are related to the bare
parameters through innite multipliative renormalizations.
If the ultraviolet singularities are regularized by the ontinuation to n = 4 − 2ǫ,
ǫ > 0 dimensions [42℄, the renormalized parameters (marked by the subsript “R′′)
are related to the bare parameters as
ψfR(µ) = Z
−1
ψ (µ)ψf , (2.7)
AαaR(µ) = Z
−1
A (µ)A
α
a , (2.8)
caR(µ) = Z
−1
c (µ)ca, (2.9)
gR(µ) = Z
−1
g (µ)µ
−ǫg, (2.10)
mfR(µ) = Z
−1
m (µ)mf , (2.11)
where Zψ, ZA, Zc, Zg, and Zm are perturbatively alulable renormalization onstants.
In the dimensional regularization, the renormalized parameters depend on an auxil-
iary momentum sale µn, whih is introdued to keep the harge g dimensionless in
n 6= 4 dimensions. In Eqs. (2.7-2.11) the renormalized parameters and the onstants
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Zk are expressed in terms of another sale µ, whih is related to µn as
µ2 = 4πe−γEµ2n. (2.12)
Here γE = 0.577215... is the Euler onstant.
2.2 Asymptoti freedom
The further improvement of the theory preditions for physial observables is ahieved
by enforing their invariane under variations of the sale µ, i.e., by solving renormal-
ization group (RG) equations. Consider an observable S that depends on N external
momenta pµi , i = 1, . . . , N . If the renormalized expression for S is
S (gR(µ), {mfR(µ)}, {pi}, µ)
(where {. . . } denotes a set of parameters), then the RG-improved expression for S
is
S (g¯(µ), {m¯f(µ)}, {pi}, µ) , (2.13)
where g¯(µ) and m¯f (µ) are the running QCD harge and quark masses. By solving
the equation for the independene of S from µ,
µ
d
dµ
S (g¯(µ), {m¯f(µ)}, {pi}, µ) = 0, (2.14)
we nd the following dierential equations for g¯(µ) and m¯f(µ):
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µ
∂g¯(µ)
∂µ
= β(g¯(µ)), (2.15)
µ
∂m¯f (µ)
∂µ
= −γmf (g¯(µ)) m¯f (µ). (2.16)
The approximate expressions for the funtions β(g) and γm(g) on the r.h.s. of
Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) are found from the µ−dependene of the xed-order renor-
malized harges and masses:
β(gR(µ)) ≡ µ∂gR(µ)
∂µ
, (2.17)
γmf(gR(µ)) ≡ − 1
2m2fR(µ)
µ
∂m2fR(µ)
∂µ
. (2.18)
The renormalization group analysis of the QCD Lagrangian suggests that the
interations between the quarks weaken at high energies, i.e., that Quantum Chro-
modynamis is asymptotially free in this limit. Indeed, the perturbative series for
the funtion β(g) is
β(g) = −g
∞∑
k=1
(αS
4π
)k
βk, (2.19)
where αS ≡ g2/4π is the QCD oupling. In the modied minimal subtration (MS)
regularization sheme [43℄, the lowest-order oeient β1 in Eq. (2.19) is given by
β1 =
11
3
CA − 4
3
TRNf , (2.20)
where Nf is the number of ative quark avors, CA = Nc = 3, and TR = 1/2. By
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solving Eq. (2.15), we nd that
α¯S(µ) =
α¯S(µ0)
1 + α¯S
4π
β1 ln
µ2
µ2
0
. (2.21)
This equation proves the asymptoti freedom of QCD interations: for six known
quark generations, β1 > 0 and
lim
µ→∞
α¯S(µ) = 0.
Higher-order orretions to the beta-funtion do not hange this asymptoti behavior.
Eq. (2.21) also shows that α¯S(µ) has a pole at some small value of µ. The position of
this pole an be easily found from the alternative form of Eq. (2.21),
α¯S(µ) =
4π
β1 ln(µ2/Λ2QCD)
[1 + . . . ] . (2.22)
In Eq. (2.22), ΛQCD is a phenomenologial parameter, whih is found from the analysis
of the experimental data. The most reent world average value of ΛQCD for Nf = 5
and O(α4S) expression for the β-funtion is 208+25−23 MeV [44℄. Aording to Eq. (2.22),
α¯S(µ) beomes innite when µ = ΛQCD. This feature of the QCD running oupling
obstruts theoretial alulations for hadroni interations at low energies.
2.3 Infrared safety
Due to the asymptoti freedom, the alulation of QCD observables at large µ an
be organized as a series in powers of the small parameter g¯(µ). To nd out when the
perturbative alulation may onverge rapidly, onsider the formal expansion of the
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RG-improved expression (2.13) for the observable S in the series of g¯(µ):
S = Φ({pi}, {m¯f}, µ)
∞∑
k=0
S(k)
({
pi · pj
µ2
}
,
{
m¯f(µ)
2
µ2
})
g¯k(µ). (2.23)
In this expression, the funtion Φ({pi}, {m¯f}, µ) inludes all oeients that do not
depend on the order of the perturbative alulation (for instane, the phase spae
fators). The mass dimension of Φ({pi}, {m¯f}, µ) is equal to the mass dimension of
S. The sum over k on the right-hand side is dimensionless. The oeients of the
perturbative expansion S(k) depend on dimensionless Lorentz-invariant ombinations
of the external momenta pµi , the mass parameter µ, and the running quark masses
m¯f (µ). There are indiations that the perturbative series in Eq. (2.23) are asymptoti
[45℄, so that it diverges at suiently large k. However, the lowest few terms of this
series may approximate S suiently well if they do not grow rapidly when k inreases.
The fators that ontrol the onvergene of Eq. (2.23) an be understood in a
simpler ase, when all Lorentz salars pi · pj in Eq. (2.23) are of the same order Q2.
Then Eq. (2.23) simplies to
S = Φ({pi}, {m¯f}, µ)
∞∑
k=0
S(k)
(
Q2
µ2
,
{
m¯f (µ)
2
µ2
})
g¯k(µ). (2.24)
When Q2 ≫ Λ2QCD, we an hoose µ ∼ Q to make g¯(µ) small. This hoie also elim-
inates potentially large terms like ln(Q2/µ2) from the oeients S(k). In addition,
let's assume that Q is muh larger than any quark mass m¯f (µ) on whih S depends.
For instane, S may be dominated by ontributions from the u, d, s quarks, whose
running masses are lighter than 200 MeV at µ = 2 GeV [44℄. At µ′ > 2 GeV, the
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quarks beome even lighter due to the running of m¯f :
m¯f (µ
′) = m¯f(µ) exp
{
−
∫ µ′
µ
dµ¯
µ¯
γmf(µ¯)
}
< m¯f (µ), (2.25)
sine in QCD
γmf(µ) =
3α¯S(µ)
4π
CF +O(α¯2S) > 0. (2.26)
Here CF ≡ (N2c − 1)/(2Nc) = 4/3.
When the quark masses vanish, many observables, whih are nite if m¯fi 6= 0,
aquire infrared singularities. These singularities are generated from the terms in
the perturbative oeients that are proportional to the logarithms ln(m¯2f/µ
2). The
expansion in the perturbative series (2.24) makes sense only for those observables S
that remain nite when m¯f (µ)
2/µ2 → 0.
There are two ategories of observables for whih the perturbative expansion (2.24)
is useful. In the rst ase, the oeients S(k) are nite and analytially alulable
when µ→∞ :
S(k)
(
Q2
µ2
,
{
m¯f (µ)
2
µ2
})
→ S˜(k)
(
Q2
µ2
)
+O
({(
m¯f (µ)
2
µ2
)a})
, a > 0. (2.27)
Suh observables are alled infrared-safe [16℄. For instane, the total and jet pro-
dution ross setions in e+e− hadroprodution are infrared-safe. In this exam-
ple, hadrons appear only in the ompletely inlusive nal state. Aording to the
Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg (KLN) theorem [46℄, suh inlusive states are free of in-
frared singularities, so that the nite expressions for the total and jet ross setions
an be found from the massless perturbative alulation.
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Figure 2.1: Fatorization of ollinear singularities in ompletely inlusive eletron-
hadron DIS
In the seond ase, S(k) are not infrared-safe, but all mass singularities of S(k) an
be absorbed (fatorized) into one or several proess-independent funtions. These
funtions an be measured in one set of experiments and then used to make preditions
for other experiments.
To understand whih singularities should be fatorized, notie that there are two
lasses of the infrared singularities in a massless gauge theory: soft singularities and
ollinear singularities. The soft singularities our in individual Feynman diagrams
when the momentum kµ arried by some gluon line vanishes (kµ ∼ λκµ, where λ→ 0
and κµ are xed). The soft singularities anel at eah order of α¯S(µ) one all Feynman
diagrams of this order are summed over.
In ontrast, the ollinear singularities our when the momenta pµ1 and p
µ
2 of two
massless partiles are ollinear to one another , i.e., when p1 · p2 → 0. Sine one or
both ollinear partiles an be simultaneously soft, the lass of the ollinear singu-
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larities partially overlaps with the lass of the soft singularities. The soft ollinear
singularities anel in the omplete xed-order result just as all soft singularities
do. On the ontrary, the singularities due to the ollinearity of the partiles with
non-vanishing momenta do not anel and should be absorbed in the long-distane
phenomenologial funtions.
As an illustration of the fatorization of the purely ollinear singularities, onsider
the fatorized form for the ross setion of inlusive deep inelasti sattering e+A
γ∗−→
e+X (where A is a hadron) in the limit Q2 →∞:
dσA
dxdQ2
=
∑
a
∫ 1
x
dξa
dσ̂harda
dx dQ2
(
α¯S(Q),
x
ξa
,
Q
µF
)
Fa/A(ξa, µF ) +O
(
1
Q2
)
. (2.28)
This representation and notations for the partile momenta are illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
In Eq. (2.28), Q2 ≡ −q2 is the large invariant mass of the virtual photon γ∗,
x ≡ Q2/(2(pA · q)). These variables are disussed in more detail in Subsetion 3.1.1.
dσ̂harda / (dx dQ
2) is the infrared-safe (hard) part of the ross-setion for the sattering
e + a → e +X of the eletron on a parton a. Fa/A(ξa, µF ) is the parton distribution
funtion (PDF), whih absorbs the ollinear singularities subtrated from the full
parton-level ross setion to obtain dσ̂harda /(dx dQ
2). In the inlusive DIS, all ollinear
singularities appear due to the radiation of massless partons along the diretion of
the initial-state hadron A. The nal state is ompletely inlusive; hene, by the KLN
theorem, it is nite.
The ollinear radiation in the initial state depends only on the types of a and A
and does not depend on the type of the partile reation. Therefore, Fa/A(ξa, µF )
is proess-independent. It an be interpreted as a probability of nding a massless
parton a with the momentum ξap
µ
A in the initial hadron with the momentum p
µ
A. To
obtain the omplete hadron-level ross setion, we sum over all possible types of a
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(a = g, u, u¯, d, d¯, . . . ) and integrate over the allowed range of the momentum frations
ξa (0 < x ≤ ξa ≤ 1).
In Eq. (2.28), both the hard ross setions dσ̂harda /(dx dQ
2) and the parton dis-
tribution funtions Fa/A(ξa, µF ) depend on an arbitrary fatorization sale µF , whih
appears due to some freedom in the separation of the ollinear ontributions inluded
in Fa/A(ξa, µF ) from the hard ontributions inluded in dσ̂
hard
a /(dx dQ
2). Of ourse,
the omplete hadron-level ross setion on the l.h.s. of Eq. (2.28) should not depend
on µF . Hene the µF -dependene of Fa/A(ξa, µF ) should anel the µF -dependene of
the hard ross setion. This requirement is used to nd Dokshitser-Gribov-Lipatov-
Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) dierential equations [47℄, whih desribe the dependene
of Fa/A(ξa, µF ) on µF :
µF
dFa/A(ξa, µF )
dµF
=
∑
b
(PSab ⊗ Fb/A) (ξa, µF ). (2.29)
Here PSab(ξ, µ) are spaelike splitting funtions that are urrently known up to
O(α2S) [48℄. They desribe evolution of partons with spaelike momenta. The onvo-
lution in Eq. (2.29) is dened as
(f ⊗ g)(x, µ) ≡
∫ 1
x
f(x/ξ, µ)g(ξ, µ)
dξ
ξ
. (2.30)
A similar approah an be used to derive fatorized ross setions for reations with
observed outgoing hadrons. Suh ross setions depend on fragmentation funtions
(FFs) DB/b(ξ, µD), whih absorb the singularities due to the ollinear radiation in
the nal state. The fragmentation funtion an be interpreted as the probability of
nding the hadron B among the produts of fragmentation of the parton b. The
variable ξ is the fration of the momentum of b that is arried by B. In the presene
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of FFs, the hadron-level ross setion beomes dependent on yet another fatorization
sale µD. Similarly to the PDFs, the dependene of the FFs on µD is desribed by
the DGLAP evolution equations:
µD
dDB/b(ξb, µD)
dµD
=
∑
a
(
DB/a ⊗ PTab
)
(ξb, µD), (2.31)
where PTab(ξ, µ) are the timelike splitting funtions.
As in the ase of the renormalization sale µ, it is natural to hoose the fator-
ization sales µF and µD of order Q to avoid the appearane of the potentially large
logarithms ln (Q/µF ) and ln (Q/µD) in the hard ross setion. I should emphasize
that the fatorized ross setions are derived under the assumption that all Lorentz
salars pi · pj are of order Q2, so that x in Eqs. (2.28) is suiently lose to unity.
When some salar produt pi · pj is muh larger or smaller than Q2, the onvergene
of the perturbative series for the hard ross setion is worsened due to the large loga-
rithms of the ratio pi ·pj/Q2. This is a general observation that applies to any PQCD
alulation. In some ases, the preditive power of the theory an be restored by the
summation of the large logarithms through all orders of the perturbative expansion.
In partiular, the resummation of the large logarithms is required for the aurate
desription of the angular distributions of the nal-state partiles, inluding angular
distributions of the nal-state hadrons in SIDIS. In the next Setion, I disuss general
features of suh resummation on the example of angular distributions of the jets in
e+e− hadroprodution.
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Figure 2.2: The spae-time piture of hadroprodution at e+e− olliders
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2.4 Two-sale problems
2.4.1 Resummation of soft and ollinear logarithms
To understand the nature of the problem, onsider the proess e+e− → Z0 → jets
(Fig. 1.1a). The spae-time piture of this proess is shown in Figure 2.2. Let us
assume that the Z0-bosons are produed at the resonane (Ee+ +Ee− = MZ) at rest
in the laboratory frame. In e+e− hadroprodution, the hadroni deays are initiated
predominantly by the diret deay of the Z0-boson into a quark-antiquark pair. The
QCD radiation o the quarks produes hadroni jets, whih are registered in the
detetor.
If no additional hard QCD radiation is present (Fig. 2.2a), the deay of the Z0
boson produes two narrow jets esaping in the opposite diretions in the lab frame.
The typial angular width of eah jet is of the order ΛQCD/EA,B ≪ 1, where EA,B ≈
MZ/2 are the energies of the jets. The quarks may also emit energeti gluons, in
whih ase the angle between the jets is not equal to π (Fig. 2.2b). If the angle θ
in Fig. 2.2b is large, the additional QCD radiation is desribed well by the rapidly
onverging series in the small perturbative parameter
∗ αS(MZ)/π. But when θ → 0,
the higher-order radiation is no longer suppressed, beause the smallness of αS(MZ)/π
is ompensated by large terms lnp(θ2/4)/θ2, p ≥ 0 in the hard part of the hadroni
ross setion. Therefore, the alulation at any xed order does not desribe reliably
the shape of the hadroni ross setion when θ → 0.
To illustrate this point, onsider the hadroni energy-energy orrelation [49℄, de-
ned as
dΣ
d cos θ
≡ 1
M2Z
∫ MZ/2
0
dEA
∫ MZ/2
0
dEB EAEB
dσ
dEAdEBd cos θ
. (2.32)
∗
From here on, I drop the bar in the notation of the running αS .
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In the limit θ → 0, but θ 6= 0 , dΣ/d cos θ behaves as
dΣ
d cos θ
∣∣∣∣
θ→0
≈ 1
θ2
∞∑
k=1
(
αS(MZ)
π
)k 2k−1∑
m=0
ckm ln
m
(
θ2
4
)
, (2.33)
where ckm are alulable dimensionless oeients. Additionally there are virtual
orretions to the lowest order ross setion, whih ontribute at θ = 0. Suppose we
trunate the perturbative series in Eq. (2.33) at k = N . If N inreases by 1 (that
is, if we go to one higher order in the series of αS), the highest possible power of
the logarithms lnm(θ2/4) on the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.33) inreases by 2. Therefore, the
theoretial predition does not beome more aurate if the order of the perturbative
alulation inreases. Equivalently, the energy-energy orrelation reeives sizeable
ontributions from arbitrarily high orders of αS.
To expose the two-sale nature of this problem, let us introdue a spaelike four-
vetor qµt and a momentum sale qT as
qµt ≡ qµ − pµA
q · pB
pA · pB − p
µ
B
q · pA
pA · pB , (2.34)
q2T ≡ −qµt qtµ > 0, (2.35)
where qµ, pµA, p
µ
B are the momenta of the Z
0
-boson and two jets, respetively. The
vetor qµt is interpreted as the omponent of the four-momentum q
µ
of the Z0-boson
that is transverse to the four-momenta of the jets; that is,
qt · pA = qt · pB = 0. (2.36)
The orthogonality of qµt to both p
µ
A and p
µ
B follows immediately from its deni-
tion (2.34).
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In the laboratory frame,
qµ = (MZ , ~0); (2.37)
pµA = EA(1, ~nA); (2.38)
pµB = EB(1, −~nB), (2.39)
where EA, ~nA and EB,−~nB are the energies of the jets and the unity vetors in the
diretions of the jets, respetively. The large invariant mass q2 = M2Z of the Z
0
-boson
an be assoiated with the QCD renormalization sale Q2. Let the z-axis be direted
along ~nA. Then qT oinides with the length of the transverse omponent ~qT of q
µ
t :
qµt =
(
−MZ tan θ
2
, qT , 0,−MZ tan θ
2
)
.
At the same time
q2T
Q2
=
1− cos θ
1 + cos θ
, (2.40)
and
lim
θ→0
q2T
Q2
=
θ2
4
(
1 +
θ2
6
+ . . .
)
. (2.41)
We see that the problems at θ → 0 arise due to the large logarithmi terms
lnm(q2T/Q
2)/q2T when q
2
T/Q
2 ≪ 1:
dΣ
d cos θ
∣∣∣∣
θ→0
≈ Q
2
2
dΣ
dq2T
∣∣∣∣
qT→0
=
=
1
q2T
∞∑
k=1
(
αS(Q)
π
)k 2k−1∑
m=0
c′km ln
m
(
q2T
Q2
)
, (2.42)
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Figure 2.3: The struture of infrared singularities in a ut diagram D for the energy-
energy orrelation in the axial gauge
where
c
′
km =
Q2
4
ckm. (2.43)
The origin of these logarithms an be traed bak to the presene of infrared
singularities in the QCD theory. Before onsidering these singularities, notie that
the energy-energy orrelation is suiently inlusive to be infrared-safe. Therefore,
the omplete expression for the energy-energy orrelation is nite at eah order of
αS(µ). On the other hand, the infrared singularities do appear in individual Feynman
diagrams. Aording to the disussion in Setion 2.3, these singularities are due to
the emission of soft gluons.
†
Although the soft singularities anel in the sum of all
Feynman diagrams at the given order of αS, this anellation leaves large remainders
lnm(q2T/Q
2)/q2T if qT is small.
†
The purely ollinear singularities do not appear beause of the overall infrared safety of the
energy-energy orrelation.
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Fortunately, not all oeients c′km in Eq. (2.42) are independent. Refs. [50, 51℄
suggested that the leading logarithmi subseries in Eq. (2.42) and in analogous ex-
pressions in SIDIS and Drell-Yan proess an be summed through all orders of αS.
The possibility to sum all logarithmi subseries in Eq. (2.42) and restore the onver-
gene of the series in αS was proven by J. Collins and D. Soper [17℄. Shematially,
Eq. (2.42) an be written as [23℄
dΣ
dq2T
∣∣∣∣
qT→0
≈ 1
q2T
{
αS (L+ 1)
+ α2S
(
L3 + L2 + L+ 1
)
+ α3S
(
L5 + L4 + L3 + L2 + L+ 1
)
+ . . .
}
, (2.44)
where L ≡ ln(q2T/Q2), and the oeients 2c′km/(πkQ2) are not shown. This series
an be reorganized as
dΣ
dq2T
∣∣∣∣
qT→0
≈ 1
q2T
{
αSZ1 + α
2
SZ2 + . . .
}
,
where
αSZ1 ∼ αS(L+ 1) + α2S(L3 + L2) + α3S(L5 + L4) + . . . |A1, B1, C0 ;
α2SZ2 ∼ α2S(L+ 1) + α3S(L3 + L2) + . . . |A2, B2, C1 ;
α3SZ3 ∼ α3S(L+ 1) + . . . |A3, B3, C2 ;
. . . (2.45)
In Eq. (2.45), the right-hand side shows the new oeients Ak, Bk,Ck−1 that are
required to alulate eah new subseries αkSZk. The omplete subseries α
k
SZk an be
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reonstruted as soon as the oeients Ak, Bk,Ck−1 are known from the alulation
of the term αkS(L + 1). Eah suessive subseries α
k
SZk in Eq. (2.45) is smaller by
αS than its predeessor, so that αS regains its role of the small parameter of the
perturbative expansion.
The rule that makes the resummation of the subseries αkSZk possible follows from
(a) the analysis of the struture of the infrared singularities in the ontributing Feyn-
man diagrams at any order of αS(µ) and (b) the requirement that the full energy-
energy orrelation is infrared-safe and gauge- and renormalization-group invariant.
The struture of the infrared singularities an be identied from the analysis of
analyti properties of the Feynman diagrams with the help of the Landau equations
[5254℄ and the infrared power ounting [14, 38, 55℄. This struture for some on-
tributing ut diagram D is illustrated by Figure 2.3. Throughout this disussion the
axial gauge ζ · A = 0 is used.‡ In D we an identify two jet parts JA, JB, the hard
vertex H , and possibly the soft subdiagram Sg. By their denition, the jet parts JA
or JB are the onneted subdiagrams of D that desribe the propagation of nearly
on-shell massless partiles inside the observed jets. Eah of the partiles in the jet
part JA has a four-momentum p
µ
i that is proportional to the momentum of the jet A:
pµi = βip
µ
A, (2.46)
where
0 ≤ βi ≤ 1, and
∑
i
βi = 1. (2.47)
Similar relations hold for the momenta of the partiles in the jet part JB.
‡
The disussion of the infrared singularities in ovariant gauges an be found, for instane, in
Ref. [38℄.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of the nite soft subdiagrams: (a) the subdiagrams that are
onneted to JA, JB by one or several quark lines; (b) the subdiagrams that are
onneted to H
Both jets originate from the hard vertex H that ontains ontributions from the
highly o-shell partiles. In the axial gauge the jet parts are onneted to H only
through the single quark lines. Sine the hard sattering happens pratially at one
point, H depends only on Q2 and not on q2T .
After the jets are reated, they propagate in dierent diretions with the speed
of light. Due to the Heisenberg unertainty priniple, these jets, whih are separated
by large distanes, do not interat with one another exept by the exhange of low
momentum (soft) partiles. The infrared singularities, whih are assoiated with the
long-distane dynamis, an our only in the jet parts or the soft subdiagram. This
observation an be rened by the dimensional analysis of the Feynman integrals in
the infrared limit [14, 38, 55℄, whih shows that the infrared singularities are at most
logarithmi. Also, those soft subdiagrams that are attahed to the jet parts JA and
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JB with one or more quark propagators (Fig. 2.4a) or are onneted to H (Fig. 2.4b)
are nite.
To summarize, the infrared singularities of any individual Feynman diagram reside
in the soft parts of the jets JA, JB and in subdiagrams Sg that are onneted to JA, JB
by soft gluon lines (f. Fig. 2.3). Both types of singularities ontribute at qT = 0 (i.e.,
qµ = pµA + p
µ
B), in agreement with the expetation that the small-qT logarithms are
remainders from the anellation of suh singularities. Therefore, at small qT the
distribution dΣ/dq2T naturally fatorizes as
dΣ
dq2T
∣∣∣∣
qT→0
= H(Q2) CoutA CoutB S(q2T , Q2), (2.48)
where H(Q2) is the ontribution from the pointlike hard part, S(q2T , Q2) is the all-
order sum of the large logarithms, and CoutA,B ollet nite ontributions from the jet
parts. Clearly, CoutA = CoutB due to the symmetry between the jets.
The fatorized formula is proven by onsidering the Fourier-Bessel transform of
dΣ/dq2T to the spae of the impat parameter
~b, whih is onjugate to ~qT . Expliitly,
dΣ
dq2T
∣∣∣∣
qT→0
=
σ0
Se+e−
∫
d2~b
(2π)2
ei~qT ·
~bW˜Σ(b, Q), (2.49)
where
W˜Σ(b, Q) =
∑
j
e˜2jCoutA (C1, C2)CoutB (C1, C2)e−S(b,Q,C1,C2). (2.50)
In Eqs. (2.49,2.50),
Se+e− = Q
2
(2.51)
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is the square of the enter-of-mass energy of the initial-state eletron and positron;∑
j denotes the summation over the ative quark avors (i.e., j = u, u¯, d, d¯, . . . );
e˜j are the ouplings of the quarks to the Z
0
-bosons
§
; (σ0/Se+e−)
∑
j e˜
2
j is the Born
approximation for the hard part H(Q2). The Fourier-Bessel transform of the shape
fator S(q2T , Q2) is given by e−S(b,Q,C1,C2), where S(b, Q, C1, C2) is alled the Sudakov
funtion. At b2 ≪ Λ−2QCD (i.e., in the region of appliability of perturbative QCD),
the Sudakov funtion is given by the integral between two momentum sales of the
order Q and 1/b, respetively:
lim
b→0
S(b, Q, C1, C2) =
∫ C22Q2
C2
1
/b2
dµ2
µ2
(
A(αS(µ), C1) ln C
2
2Q
2
µ2
+ B(αS(µ), C1, C2)
)
,
(2.52)
where A and B an be alulated in PQCD. C1 and C2 are arbitrary onstants of the
order 1 that determine the range of the integration in S(b, Q). The undetermined
values of these onstants reet ertain freedom in separation of the ollinear-soft
ontributions inluded in SP (b, Q) from the purely ollinear ontributions inluded in
C-funtions. At eah order of αS, hanges in SP (b, Q) due to the variation of C1, C2
are ompensated by the opposite hanges in the C-funtions. Hene the perturba-
tive expansion of W˜Σ does not depend on these onstants. However, the omplete
form-fator W˜Σ in Eq. (2.50) does have residual dependene on C1, C2 beause of the
exponentiation of the terms depending on C1 and C2 in exp (−S(b, Q, C1, C2)). The
variation of C1, C2 allows us to test the sale invariane of the separation of soft and
§
For the up quarks,
e˜j =
e
sin 2θW
(
1
2
− 4
3
sin2 θW
)
,
where e is the harge of the positron and θW is the weak mixing angle. For the down quarks,
e˜j =
e
sin 2θW
(
−1
2
+
2
3
sin2 θW
)
.
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ollinear ontributions in the W˜Σ-term.
At b2 ≫ Λ−2QCD, the behavior of S is determined by ompliated nonperturbative
dynamis, whih remains intratable at the urrent level of the development of the
theory. At large b the Sudakov funtion S is parametrized by a phenomenologial
funtion SNP (b, Q), whih has to be found from the omparison with the experimental
data. When Q → ∞, the sensitivity of the resummation formula to the nonpertur-
bative part of S(b, Q) is expeted to derease.
Now suppose that the experiment identies a hadronHA in the jet JA and a hadron
B in the jet JB. Let zA,B be the frations of the energies of the jets JA and JB arried
by HA and HB, respetively. The ross setion of the proess e
+e−
Z0−→ HAHBX is
no longer infrared-safe beause of the ollinear singularities due to the fragmentation
into the hadrons HA and HB. Nonetheless, in the limit qT → 0 the ross setion
dσ/(dzAdzBdq
2
T ) fatorizes similarly to Eqs. (2.49,2.50):
dσHAHB
dzAdzBdq2T
∣∣∣∣
qT→0
=
σ0
Se+e−
∫
d2~b
(2π)2
ei~qT ·
~bW˜HAHB(b, zA, zB), (2.53)
where at b→ 0
W˜HAHB(b, zA, zB) =
∑
j
e2j ×(∑
a
DHA/a ⊗ Coutaj
)
(zA, b, µD)
(∑
b
DHB/b ⊗ Coutbj
)
(zB, b, µD)e
−S;
a, b = g,
(−)
u ,
(−)
d , . . . ;
j =
(−)
u ,
(−)
d , . . . . (2.54)
The only major dierene between the form-fator W˜HAHB for the hadron pair pro-
dution ross setion dσ/(dzAdzBdq
2
T ) and the form-fator W˜Σ for the energy-energy
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orrelation dΣ/dq2T is the presene of the fragmentation funtions DH/a(ξ, µ), whih
absorb the ollinear singularities due to the nal-state fragmentation into the observed
hadrons HA, HB. The FFs are onvolved with the oeient funtions
Coutab (ξ, C1, C2, µD, b), whih absorb nite ontributions due to the perturbative ollinear
radiation.
The same resummation tehnique an also be applied to the prodution of vetor
bosons (e.g., virtual photons γ∗, whih deay into lepton-antilepton pairs) at hadron-
hadron olliders (Fig. 1.1b). In this proess, the four-vetor qµt is introdued using
the same denition (2.34), where now pA and pB denote the momenta of the initial
hadrons A and B. The sale qT is just the magnitude of the transverse momentum pT
of γ∗ in the enter-of-mass frame of the hadron beams (Fig. 2.5), sine in this frame
qµt = (0, pT , 0, 0).
Therefore, the b-spae resummation formalism [21℄ applies to the prodution of vetor
bosons with small transverse momenta. The ross setion for the prodution of the
virtual photon γ∗ at qT → 0 an be fatorized as
dσγ
dQ2dydq2T
∣∣∣∣
qT→0
=
σ′0
SAB
∫
d2~b
(2π)2
ei~qT ·
~bW˜γ(b, xA, xB), (2.55)
where Q2 and y are the virtuality and rapidity of γ∗ in the lab frame, xA,B ≡ Q2SAB e±y,
and
W˜γ(b, xA, xB)
∣∣∣
b→0
=
∑
a,b,j
e2j
(Cinja ⊗ Fa/A) (xA, b, µ) (Cinjb ⊗ Fb/B) (xB, b, µ)e−S.
(2.56)
In W˜γ, ej are frational eletri harges of the quarks (ej = 2/3 for up quarks and
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−1/3 for the down quarks). (Cinja ⊗ Fa/A) (xA, b, µ) and (Cinjb ⊗ Fb/B) (xB, b, µ) are the
jet parts orresponding to the inoming hadrons A and B. They are onstruted from
the perturbatively alulable oeient funtions Cinab(ξ, b, µ) onvolved with the PDFs
for the relevant partons. The perturbative part of the Sudakov funtion in Eq. (2.56)
has the same funtional dependene as in Eq. (2.52) for e+e−-hadroprodution. As in
the ase of W˜Σ and W˜HAHB , the large-b behavior of W˜γ should be parametrized by a
phenomenologial funtion.
To onlude, the b−spae resummation formalism was originally derived to de-
sribe the prodution of hadrons at e+e− olliders [17℄ and prodution of eletroweak
vetor bosons at hadron-hadron olliders [21℄. The possibility to apply the same
formalism to SIDIS relies on lose similarities between the three proesses. First,
hadroni interations in all three proesses are desribed by the same set of Feynman
diagrams in dierent rossing hannels. Seond, multiple parton radiation dominates
eah of the three proesses when the nal-state partile esapes losely to the dire-
tion predited by the leading-order kinematis. The formalism for the resummation
of suh radiation an be formulated in Lorentz-invariant notations, so that it an be
ontinued from one proess to another.
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Vector boson production at 
hadron−hadron colliders
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γ ∗
a) No QCD radiation
Z
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Figure 2.5: The spae-time piture of Drell-Yan proess
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Figure 2.6: The ladder struture of the DIS ut diagrams
2.4.2 QCD at small x
Aording to the disussion in Setion 2.3, the onvergene of the series in αS(µ)
depends on the absene of very large or small dimensionless quantities in the pertur-
bative oeients. In partiular, the dimensionless variable x in the inlusive DIS
ross setion should not be too lose to zero: otherwise the hard part of the DIS ross
setion ontains large logarithms lnm(1/x), whih ompensate for the smallness of
αS(Q). These logarithms are dierent from the logarithms ln
m µ2 resummed by the
DGLAP evolution equations. As a result, the fatorization of the DIS ross setion in
the hard ross setion and PDFs (f. Eq. (2.28)) may experiene diulties at small x.
The large logarithms lnm(1/x) are resummed in the formalism of Balitsky, Fadin,
Kuraev and Lipatov (BFKL) [56℄. The BFKL and DGLAP pitures for the history of
the parton probed in the hard sattering are quite dierent. Both types of formalisms
resum ontributions from the ut ladder diagrams shown in Figure 2.6. In this Fig-
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ure, eah rung Rk is a two-partile irreduible subdiagram that orresponds to the
radiation o the probed parton line (see Refs. [38, 57℄ for more details). The vertial
propagators orrespond to the quarks or the gluons that are parents to the probed
quark. The momenta pµ1,2,...,n ow from the parent hadron to the probed quark. The
momenta kµ1,2,...,n ow through the rungs and are sums of the momenta of the radiated
partiles. The onservation of the momentum in eah rung implies that
pµi = p
µ
i+1 − kµi , i = 1, . . . , n, (2.57)
where pµn+1 ≡ pµA. In the referene frame where the hadron A moves at the speed of
light along the z-axis, x oinides with the ratio of the plus omponents of pµ0 and p
µ
A:
x =
p+0
p+A
, (2.58)
where
k± ≡ k0 ± k3. (2.59)
The DGLAP equation arises from the resummation of the ladder diagrams orre-
sponding to the ollinear radiation along the diretion of the hadron A. The radiating
parton remains highly boosted at eah rung of the ladder. At the same time, the trans-
verse momentum arried away by the radiation grows rapidly from the bottom to the
top of the ladder. The DGLAP equation orresponds to the strong ordering of the
transverse momenta owing through the rungs Ri: that is,
Q2 ≫ k2T1 ≫ k2T2 ≫ · · · ≫ k2Tn ≫ Λ2QCD, (2.60)
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while
p+1 ∼ p+2 ∼ · · · ∼ p+n ∼ p+A ≫ 0 (2.61)
and
p−1 ∼ p−2 ∼ · · · ∼ p−n ∼ p−A ∼ 0. (2.62)
On the other hand, the BFKL formalism desribes the situation in whih the QCD
radiation arries away pratially all energy of the probed parton. In this ase,
p+1 ≪ p+2 ≪ · · · ≪ p+n ≪ p+A, (2.63)
and
p−1 ≫ p−2 ≫ · · · ≫ p−n ≫ p−A. (2.64)
In addition, the BFKL piture imposes no ordering on the transverse omponents
of kµi :
k2T1 ∼ k2T2 ∼ · · · ∼ k2Tn ≫ Λ2QCD. (2.65)
As a result, the probed quark is likely to have a signiant transverse momentum
throughout the whole proess of evolution, whih is impossible in the DGLAP piture.
Due to its large kT , the radiating parton is o its mass shell at any moment of its
evolution history, so that the BFKL radiation annot be fatorized from the hard
sattering. As another onsequene of the kT -unordered radiation, the BFKL piture
implies broad angular distributions of the nal-state hadrons, while in the DGLAP
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piture the hadrons are more likely to belong to the initial- and nal-state jets.
Sine the BFKL approah applies to the limit x → 0 and k2iT ≫ Λ2QCD, it orre-
sponds to asymptotially high energies of hadroni ollisions. So far, the experiments
have produed no data that would denitely require the BFKL formalism to explain
them. In partiular, the behavior of the inlusive DIS struture funtions in the
low x region at HERA agrees well with the O(α2S) preditions of the traditional fa-
torized formalism and disagrees with the steep power-law growth predited by the
leading-order solution of the BFKL equation [56℄.
The situation is not so lear for some less inlusive observables, whih deviate
from the low-order preditions of PQCD. Speially, SIDIS in the small-x region
is haraterized by large higher-order orretions. Some of these orretions an be
potentially attributed to the enhaned kT -unordered radiation at x → 0. If this is
indeed the ase, the eets of the kT -unordered radiation may be identied by observ-
ing the hanges in the angular distributions of the nal-state hadrons or intrinsi kT 
of the partons. In order to pinpoint these eets, good understanding of the angular
dynamis in the traditional DGLAP piture is needed. Suh understanding an be
ahieved in the framework of the small-qT resummation formalism, whih systemati-
ally desribes angular distributions of the hard, soft and ollinear radiation. Hene
it an be naturally used to organize our knowledge about the angular patterns of the
DGLAP radiation and searh for the eets from new low-x QCD dynamis.
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Chapter 3
Resummation in semi-inlusive DIS:
theoretial formalism
Deep-inelasti lepton-hadron sattering (DIS) is one of the ornerstone proesses to
test PQCD. Traditionally, the experimental study of the fully inlusive DIS proess
e + A → e + X , where A is usually a nuleon, and X is any nal state, is used to
measure the parton distribution funtions (PDFs) for A. These funtions desribe the
long-range dynamis of hadron interations and are required by many PQCD alula-
tions. During the 1990's, signiant attention has been also paid to various aspets of
semi-inlusive deep inelasti sattering (SIDIS), for instane, the semi-inlusive pro-
dution of hadrons and jets, e+A→ e+B+X and e+A→ e+jets+X . In partiular,
the H1 and ZEUS ollaborations at HERA, European Muon Collaboration at CERN,
and the E665 experiment at Fermi National Aelerator Laboratory performed ex-
tensive experimental studies of the harged partile multipliity [5863℄ and hadroni
transverse energy ows [64, 65℄ at large momentum transfer Q. It was found that
some aspets of the data, e.g., the Feynman x distributions, an be suessfully ex-
plained in the framework of PQCD analysis [66, 67℄. On the other hand, appliability
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of PQCD to the desription of other features of the proess is limited. For example,
the perturbative alulation in lowest orders fails to desribe the pseudorapidity or
transverse momentum distributions of the nal hadrons. Under ertain kinematial
onditions the whole perturbative expansion as a series in the QCD oupling may fail
due to the large logarithms disussed in Setion 2.4.
To be more spei, onsider semi-inlusive DIS prodution of hadrons of a type B.
At large energies, one an neglet the masses of the partiipating partiles. In semi-
inlusive DIS at given energies of the beams, any event an be haraterized by two
energy sales: the virtuality of the exhanged vetor boson Q and the sale qT intro-
dued analogously to e+e− hadroprodution and Drell-Yan proess (f. Setion 2.4).
The sale qT is also related to the transverse momentum of B. The expansion in
the series of αS is justied if at least one of these sales is muh larger than ΛQCD.
However, the above neessary ondition does not guarantee fast onvergene of per-
turbative series in the presene of large logarithmi terms. If Λ2QCD ≪ Q2, q2T ≪ Q2,
the ross setions are dominated by the soft and ollinear logarithms logm (q2T/Q
2) ,
whih an be resummed in the framework of the small-qT resummation formalism
(Subsetion 2.4.1). In the limit Λ2QCD ≪ q2T , Q2 ≪ q2T (photoprodution region)
PQCD may fail due to the large terms logm (Q2/q2T ), whih should be resummed into
the parton distribution funtion of the virtual photon [68℄. Finally, even in the region
Λ2QCD ≪ q2T ∼ Q2 one may enounter another type of large logarithms orresponding
to events with large rapidity separation between the partons and/or the hadrons.
This type of large logarithms an be resummed with the help of the Balitsky-Fadin-
Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) formalism (Subsetion 2.4.2).
In this Chapter I disuss resummation of soft and ollinear logarithms in SIDIS
hadroprodution e + A → e + B + X in the limit Λ2QCD ≪ Q2, q2T ≪ Q2. The
alulations are based on the works by Meng, Olness, and Soper [33, 34℄, who analyzed
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the resummation tehnique for a partiular energy distribution funtion of the SIDIS
proess.
∗
This energy distribution funtion reeives ontributions from all possible
nal-state hadrons and does not depend on the speis of fragmentation.
Here the resummation is disussed in a more general ontext ompared to [33, 34℄:
namely, I also onsider the nal-state fragmentation of the partons. Using this for-
malism, I disuss the impat of soft and ollinear PQCD radiation on a wide lass of
physial observables inluding partile multipliities. The alulations will be done
in the next-to-leading order of PQCD. In the next Chapter, I ompare the resumma-
tion formalism with the H1 data on the pseudorapidity distributions of the transverse
energy ow [64, 65℄ and ZEUS data on multipliity of harged partiles [60℄ in the
γ∗p enter-of-mass frame. Another goal of this study is to nd in whih regions of
kinematial parameters the CSS resummation formalism is suient to desribe the
existing data, and in whih regions signiant ontributions from other hadroprodu-
tion mehanisms, suh as the BFKL radiation [56℄, higher-order orretions inluding
multijet prodution with [68℄ or without [69, 70℄ resolved photon ontributions, or
photoprodution showering [71℄, annot be ignored.
3.1 Kinematial Variables
I follow notations whih are similar to the ones used in [33, 34℄. In this Setion I
summarize them.
I onsider the proess
e+ A→ e +B +X, (3.1)
∗
The general features of the resummation formalism in semi-inlusive DIS were rst disussed by
J. Collins [32℄.
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where e is an eletron or positron, A is a proton (or other hadron in the initial state),
B is a hadron observed in the nal state, and X represents any other partiles in the
nal state in the sense of inlusive sattering (Fig. 1.2). I denote the momenta of A
and B by pµA and p
µ
B, and the momenta of the eletron in the initial and nal states
by lµ and l′µ. Also, qµ is the momentum transfer to the hadron system, qµ = lµ− l′µ.
Throughout all disussion, I neglet partile masses.
I assume that the initial eletron and hadron interat only through a single photon
exhange. Contributions due to the exhange of Z-bosons or higher-order eletroweak
radiative orretions will be negleted. Therefore, qµ also has the meaning of the 4-
momentum of the exhanged virtual photon γ∗; qµ is ompletely determined by the
momenta of the initial- and nal-state eletrons. In many respets, DIS behaves as
sattering of virtual photons on hadrons, so that the theoretial disussion of hadroni
interations an often be simplied by onsidering only the photon-proton system.
3.1.1 Lorentz salars
For further disussion, I dene ve Lorentz salars relevant to the proess (3.1). The
rst is the enter-of-mass energy of the initial hadron and eletron
√
SeA where
SeA ≡ (pA + l)2 = 2pA · l. (3.2)
I also use the onventional DIS variables x and Q2 whih are dened from the mo-
mentum transfer qµ by
Q2 ≡ −q2 = 2ℓ · ℓ′, (3.3)
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x ≡ Q
2
2pA · q . (3.4)
In priniple, x and Q2 an be ompletely determined in an experimental event by
measuring the momentum of the outgoing eletron.
Next I dene a salar z related to the momentum of the nal hadron state B by
z =
pB · pA
q · pA =
2xpB · pA
Q2
. (3.5)
The variable z plays an important role in the desription of fragmentation in the nal
state. In partiular, in the quark-parton model (or in the leading order perturbative
alulation) it is equal to the fration of the fragmenting parton's momentum arried
away by the observed hadron.
The next relativisti invariant q2T is the square of the omponent of the virtual
photon's 4-momentum qµ that is transverse to the 4-momenta of the initial and nal
hadrons:
q2T = −qµt qtµ, (3.6)
where
qµt = q
µ − pµA
q · pB
pA · pB − p
µ
B
q · pA
pA · pB . (3.7)
As disussed in Subsetion 2.4.1, the momentum qµt plays the ruial role in the re-
summation of the soft and ollinear logarithms. In partiular, a xed-order PQCD
ross-setion is divergent when qT → 0, so that all-order resummation is needed to
make the theory preditions nite in this limit. Aording to Eqs. (3.5,3.7) qµt = 0 if
and only if pµB = z (xp
µ
A + q
µ) . Hene the resummation is required when the nal-state
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hadron B approximately follows the diretion of x~pA + ~q.
In the analysis of kinematis, I will use three referene frames. The most obvious
frame is the laboratory frame, or the rest frame of the experimental detetor. The
observables in this frame are measured diretly, but the theoretial analysis is om-
pliated due to the varying momentum of the photon-proton system. Hene I will
mostly use two other referene frames, the enter-of-mass frame of the initial hadron
and the virtual photon (hadroni .m., or hCM frame), and a speial type of Breit
frame whih I will all, depending on whether the initial state is a hadron or a parton,
the hadron or parton frame. As was shown in Ref. [33℄, the resummed ross setion
an be derived naturally in the hadron frame. On the other hand, many experimental
results are presented for observables in the hCM frame. These observables are not
measured diretly; rather they are reonstruted from diretly measured observables
in the laboratory frame. I will use subsripts h, cm and lab to denote kinemati-
al variables in the hadron, hCM or laboratory frame. Below I disuss kinematial
variables in all three frames.
3.1.2 Hadron frame
Following Meng et al. [33, 34℄ the hadron frame is dened by two onditions: (a)
the energy omponent of the 4-momentum of the virtual photon is zero, and (b) the
momentum of the outgoing hadron B lies in the xz plane. The diretions of partile
momenta in this frame are shown in Fig. 3.1.
In this frame the proton Amoves in the+z diretion, while the momentum transfer
~q is in the −z diretion, and q0 is 0:
qµh = (0, 0, 0,−Q) , (3.8)
pµA,h =
Q
2x
(1, 0, 0, 1) . (3.9)
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Figure 3.1: Geometry of the partile momenta in the hadron frame
The momentum of the nal-state hadron B is
pµB,h =
zQ
2
(
1 +
q2T
Q2
,
2qT
Q
, 0,
q2T
Q2
− 1
)
. (3.10)
The inoming and outgoing eletron momenta in the hadron frame are dened in
terms of variables ψ and ϕ as follows [83℄:
ℓµh =
Q
2
(coshψ, sinhψ cosϕ, sinhψ sinϕ,−1) ,
ℓ′µh =
Q
2
(coshψ, sinhψ cosϕ, sinhψ sinϕ,+1) . (3.11)
Note that ϕ is the azimuthal angle of ~ℓh or ~ℓ
′
h around the Oz-axis. ψ is a parameter
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of a boost whih relates the hadron frame to an eletron Breit frame in whih ℓµ =
(Q/2, 0, 0,−Q/2). By (3.2) and (3.11)
coshψ =
2xSeA
Q2
− 1 = 2
y
− 1, (3.12)
where the onventional DIS variable y is dened as
y ≡ Q
2
xSeA
. (3.13)
The allowed range of the variable y in deep-inelasti sattering is 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 (see
Subsetion 3.1.4); therefore ψ ≥ 0.
The transverse part of the virtual photon momentum qµt has a simple form in the
hadron frame; it an be shown that
qµt,h = (−
q2T
Q
,−qT , 0,−q
2
T
Q
). (3.14)
In other words, qT is the magnitude of the transverse omponent of ~qt,h. The trans-
verse momentum pT of the nal-state hadron B in this frame is simply related to qT ,
by
pT = zqT . (3.15)
Also, the pseudorapidity of B in the hadron frame is
ηh ≡ − log
(
tan
θB,h
2
)
= log
qT
Q
. (3.16)
The resummed ross-setion will be derived using the hadron frame. To transform
the result to other frames, it is useful to express the basis vetors of the hadron frame
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(T µ, Xµ, Y µ, Zµ) in terms of the partile momenta [34℄. For an arbitrary oordinate
frame,
T µ =
qµ + 2xpµA
Q
,
Xµ =
1
qT
(
pµB
z
− qµ −
[
1 +
q2T
Q2
]
xpµA
)
,
Y µ = ǫµνρσZνTρXσ,
Zµ = −q
µ
Q
. (3.17)
If these relations are evaluated in the hadron frame, the basis vetors T µ, Xµ, Y µ, Zµ
are (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1), respetively.
b) Fragmentation of the target hadrona) Fragmentation of the quark current
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Figure 3.2: (a) In the urrent fragmentation region, the hadron-level ross setion
an be fatorized into hard partoni ross setions σ̂ba, parton distribution funtions
Fa/A(ξa, µF ), and fragmentation funtions DB/b(ξb, µF ). (b) In the target fragmenta-
tion region, the hadrons are produed through the mehanism of dirative sattering
that depends on dirative parton distributions Ma,B/A(ξa, ζB, µF ).
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The limit of small qT , whih is the most relevant for our resummation alulation,
orresponds to the region of large negative pseudorapidities in the hadron frame.
Hene the resummation aets the rate of the prodution of the hadrons that follow
losely the diretion of the virtual photon. The region of negative ηh is often alled the
urrent fragmentation region, sine the nal-state hadrons are produed due to the
interation of the virtual photon with the quark urrent. In the urrent fragmentation
region, hadroprodution proeeds through independent sattering and subsequent
fragmentation of partons. Therefore, in this region the hadron-level ross setion
σBA an be fatorized in the ross setions σ̂ba for the eletron-parton sattering
e+a→ e+ b+X , the PDFs Fa/A(ξa, µF ), and the FFs DB/b(ξb, µD) (f. Figure 3.2a).
The formal proof of the fatorization in the urrent region of SIDIS an be found in
[32, 72℄.
In the opposite diretion ηh ≫ 0 (qT → +∞) ontributions from the urrent frag-
mentation vanish. Rather the produed hadron is likely to be a produt of fragmenta-
tion of the target proton, whih moves in the +z-diretion (f. Eq. (3.9)). Aording
to Eq. (3.5), suh hadrons have z ≈ 0. The target fragmentation hadroprodution is
desribed by a dierent approah, whih relies on fatorization of the hadron-level
ross setion into ross setions of parton subproesses and dirative parton distri-
butions Ma,B/A(ξa, ζB, µF ) (f. Figure 3.2b). These distributions an be interpreted
as probabilities for the initial hadron A to fragment into the parton a, the hadron B,
and anything else. ξa and ζB denote frations of the momentum of A that are arried
by the parton a and the hadron B, respetively. The distributions Ma,B/A(ξa, ζB, µF )
(also alled frature funtions) were introdued in Refs. [73, 74℄ and used in [67, 7577℄
to desribe various aspets of SIDIS with unpolarized and polarized beams. The fa-
torization of ross setions in the target fragmentation region was formally proven in
the salar eld theory [78℄ and in full QCD [79, 80℄. The reent experimental studies
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of the dirative sattering at HERA are reviewed in [81℄. The detailed disussion
of dirative sattering and interesting models [82℄ that are applied for its analysis is
beyond the sope of this work.
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Figure 3.3: Partile momenta in the hadroni enter-of-mass (hCM) frame
3.1.3 Photon-hadron enter-of-mass frame
The enter-of-mass frame of the proton A and virtual photon γ∗ is dened by the
ondition ~pA,cm + ~qcm = 0. The relationship between partile momenta in this frame
is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. As in the hadron frame, the momenta ~qcm and ~pA,cm in the
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hCM frame are direted along the Oz axis. The oordinate transformation from the
hadron frame into the hCM frame onsists of (a) a boost in the diretion of the virtual
photon and (b) inversion of the diretion of the Oz axis, whih is needed to make the
denition of the hCM frame onsistent with the one adopted in HERA experimental
publiations. In the hCM frame the momentum of γ∗ is
qµcm =
(
W 2 −Q2
2W
, 0, 0,
W 2 +Q2
2W
)
, (3.18)
where W is the hCM energy of the γ∗p ollisions,
W 2 ≡ (pA + q)2 = Q2
(
1
x
− 1
)
≥ 0. (3.19)
Sine all energy of the γ∗p system is transformed into the energy of the nal-state
hadrons, W oinides with the invariant mass of the B +X system.
The momenta of the initial and nal hadrons A and B are given by
pµA,cm =
(
W 2 +Q2
2W
, 0, 0,−W
2 +Q2
2W
)
, (3.20)
pµB,cm =
(
EB, EB sin θB,cm, 0, EB cos θB,cm
)
, (3.21)
where
EB = z
W 2 + q2T
2W
, (3.22)
cos θB,cm =
W 2 − q2T
W 2 + q2T
. (3.23)
The hadron and hCM frames are related by a boost along the z-diretion, so that
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the expression for the transverse momentum of the nal hadron B in the hCM frame
is the same as the one in the hadron frame,
pT = zqT . (3.24)
Also, similar to the ase of the hadron frame, the relationship between qT and the
pseudorapidity of B in the hCM frame is simple,
qT = We
−ηcm . (3.25)
Sine the diretions of the z-axis are opposite in the hadron frame and the hCM
frame, large negative pseudorapidities in the hadron frame (qT → 0) orrespond to
large positive pseudorapidities in the hCM frame. Hene multiple parton radiation
eets should be looked for in SIDIS data at qT/Q . 1, or
ηcm & ln
(√
1− x
x
)
> 2. (3.26)
The boost from the hadron to the hCM frame also preserves the angle ϕ between
the planes of the hadroni and leptoni momenta, so that the momenta lµ, l′µ of the
eletrons in the hCM frame are
lµcm =
{
1
4W
(
(W 2 +Q2) coshψ +W 2 −Q2
)
,
Q
2
sinhψ cosϕ,
−Q
2
sinhψ sinϕ,
1
4W
(
(W 2 +Q2) + (W 2 −Q2) coshψ
)}
; (3.27)
l′µcm =
{
1
4W
(
(W 2 +Q2) coshψ −W 2 +Q2
)
,
Q
2
sinhψ cosϕ,
−Q
2
sinhψ sinϕ,
1
4W
(
−W 2 −Q2 + (W 2 −Q2) coshψ
)}
. (3.28)
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Finally I would like to mention two more variables, whih are ommonly used in
the experimental analysis. The rst variable is the ow of the transverse hadroni
energy
ET ≡ Etot sin θcm, (3.29)
where Etot is the total energy of the nal-state hadrons registered in the diretion of
the polar angle θcm. The measurement of ET does not require identiation of indi-
vidual nal-state hadrons; hene ET is less sensitive to the nal-state fragmentation.
The seond variable is Feynman x, dened as
xF ≡
2pzB,cm
W
= z
(
1− q
2
T
W 2
)
. (3.30)
In (3.30) pzB,cm is the longitudinal omponent of the momentum of the nal-state
hadron in some frame. For small values of qT , i.e., in the region with the highest
rate,
xF ≈ z. (3.31)
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Figure 3.4: Partile momenta in the laboratory frame
3.1.4 Laboratory frame
In the laboratory frame, the eletron and proton beams are ollinear to the Oz axis.
The denition of the HERA lab frame is that the proton (A) moves in the +z diretion
with energy EA, and the inoming eletron moves in the −z diretion with energy E.
The momenta of the inident partiles are
pµA,lab = (EA, 0, 0, EA) , (3.32)
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lµlab = (E, 0, 0,−E) . (3.33)
We an use (3.2,3.32) and (3.33) to express the Mandelstam variable SeA in terms of
the energies EA, E in the lab frame:
SeA = 4EAE. (3.34)
The outgoing eletron has energy E ′ and sattering angle θ relative to the −z
diretion. I dene the Ox-axis of the HERA frame in suh a way that the outgoing
eletron is in the Oxz-plane; that is,
l′µlab = (E
′,−E ′ sin θ, 0,−E ′ cos θ) . (3.35)
The four-momentum qµ = lµ − l′µ of the virtual photon that probes the struture of
the hadron is orrespondingly
qµlab = (E − E ′, E ′ sin θ, 0,−E + E ′ cos θ) . (3.36)
The salars x and Q2 are ompletely determined by measuring the energy and the
sattering angle of the outgoing eletron:
Q2 = 2EE ′(1− cos θ), (3.37)
x =
EE ′(1− cos θ)
EA [2E − E ′(1 + cos θ)] . (3.38)
Rather than working diretly with E ′ and θ (orQ2 and x), it is onvenient to introdue
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another pair of variables y and β:
y ≡ Q
2
xSeA
=
2E − E ′(1 + cos θ)
2E
, (3.39)
and
β ≡ 2xEA
Q
=
√
2EE ′(1− cos θ)
2E −E ′(1 + cos θ) . (3.40)
The variable y satises the onstraints
W 2
SeA
≤ y ≤ 1, (3.41)
where W is dened in the previous subsetion. The relationship (3.41) an be derived
easily by rewriting y as
y = 1− 2(pA · l
′)
SeA
= 1 +
TeA
SeA
, (3.42)
where
TeA ≡ (pA − l′)2. (3.43)
Eq. (3.41) follows from the geometrial onstraints on TeA for the xed invariant mass
W 2 of the nal-state hadrons:
W 2 − SeA ≤ TeA ≤ 0. (3.44)
The observed hadron (B) has energy EB and sattering angle θB with respet to
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the +z diretion, and azimuthal angle ϕB; thus its momentum is
pµB,lab = (EB, EB sin θB cosϕB, EB sin θB sinϕB, EB cos θB). (3.45)
The salars z and q2T depend on the momentum of the outgoing hadron:
z =
βEB(1− cos θB)
Q
, (3.46)
q2T =
2EBE0
z
[
1− cos γ
]
. (3.47)
In Eq. (3.47) γ is the angle between ~pB and x~pA + ~q (f. Fig. 3.4);
E0 ≡ Q (1 + (1− y)β
2)
2β
(3.48)
is the energy omponent of xpµA + q
µ
. Dene θ∗ to be the polar angle of xp
µ
A + q
µ :
xpµA,lab + q
µ
lab ≡ E0 (1, sin θ∗, 0, cos θ∗) , (3.49)
where
cot
θ∗
2
= β
√
1− y. (3.50)
The angle γ in Eq. (3.47) an be easily expressed in terms of the angles θ∗, θB, and
ϕB, as
cos γ = cos θ∗ cos θB + sin θ∗ sin θB cosϕB. (3.51)
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Finally, the azimuthal angle ϕ of the lepton plane in the hadron frame (f.
Eqs. (3.11)) is related to the lab frame variables as
cosϕ =
Q
2qT
1√
1− y
[
1− y + q
2
T
Q2
− 1
β2
coth2
θB
2
]
. (3.52)
Figure 3.5 shows ontours of onstant qT and ϕ in the plane of the angles θB and ϕB.
The point qT = 0 orresponds to θB = θ∗, ϕB = 0, in agreement with Eqs. (3.47,3.51).
Aording to these equations, qT depends on ϕB through cosϕB, whih is a sign-even
funtion of ϕB. Thus eah pair of qT , ϕ determines ϕB up to the sign, so that the
ontours in Figure 3.5 are symmetri with respet to the replaement ϕB → −ϕB.
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Figure 3.5: The variables qT and ϕ as funtions of the angles θB, ϕB. Solid lines
are ontours of onstant qT for qT/Q ranging from 0.1 (the innermost ontour) to
3.0. Dashed lines are ontours of onstant ϕ for ϕ ranging from π/10 to 3π/4. The
ontour ϕ = π oinides with the θB-axis. The plots orrespond to EA = 820 GeV,
E = 27 GeV, Q = 6 GeV, x = 0.01 (upper plot) and x = 0.001 (lower plot).
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3.1.5 Parton kinematis
The kinematial variables and momenta disussed so far are all hadron-level variables.
Next, I relate these to parton variables.
Let a denote the parton in A that partiipates in the hard sattering, with mo-
mentum
pµa = ξap
µ
A. (3.53)
Let b denote the parton of whih B is a fragment, with momentum
pµb = p
µ
B/ξb. (3.54)
The momentum frations ξa and ξb range from 0 to 1. At the parton level, I introdue
the Lorentz salars x̂, ẑ, q̂T analogous to the ones at the hadron level
x̂ =
Q2
2pa · q =
x
ξa
, (3.55)
ẑ =
pb · pa
q · pa =
z
ξb
, (3.56)
q̂2T = −q̂µt q̂tµ. (3.57)
Here q̂µT is the omponent of q
µ
whih is orthogonal to the parton 4-momenta pµa and
pµb ,
q̂t · pa = q̂t · pb = 0.
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Therefore,
q̂µt = q
µ − pµa
q · pb
pa · pb − p
µ
b
q · pa
pa · pb . (3.58)
In the ase of massless initial and nal hadrons the hadroni and partoni vetors qµt
oinide,
q̂µt = q
µ
t . (3.59)
3.2 The struture of the SIDIS ross-setion
The knowledge of ve Lorentz salars SeA, Q, qT , x, z and the lepton azimuthal
angle ϕ in the hadron frame is suient to speify unambiguously the kinematis of
the semi-inlusive sattering event e+A→ e+B+X . In the following, I will disuss
the hadron ross-setion dσBA, whih is related to the parton ross-setion dσ̂ba by
dσBA
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
∑
a,b
∫ 1
z
dξb
ξb
DB/b(ξb, µD)
∫ 1
x
dξa
ξa
Fa/A(ξa, µF )
dσ̂ba(µF , µD)
dx̂dẑdQ2dq2Tdϕ
.
(3.60)
Here Fa/A(ξa, µF ) denotes the distribution funtion (PDF) of the parton of a type a in
the hadron A, and DB/b(ξb, µD) is the fragmentation funtion (FF) for a parton type
b and the nal hadron B. The sum over the labels a, b inludes ontributions from all
parton types, i.e., g, u, u¯, d, d¯, . . . . In the following, a sum over the indies i, j will
inlude ontributions from ative avors of quarks and antiquarks only, i.e., it will
not inlude a gluoni ontribution. The parameters µF and µD are the fatorization
sales for the PDFs and FFs. To simplify the following disussion and alulations, I
assume that the fatorization sales µF , µD and the renormalization sale µ are the
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same:
µF = µD = µ. (3.61)
The analysis of semi-inlusive DIS an be onveniently organized by separating
the dependene of the parton and hadron ross-setions on the leptoni angle ϕ and
the boost parameter ψ from the other kinematial variables x, z, Q and qT [83℄.
This separation does not depend on the details of the hadroni dynamis. Following
[34℄, I express the hadron (or parton) ross-setion as a sum over produts of fun-
tions of these lepton angles in the hadron frame Aρ(ψ, ϕ), and struture funtions
ρVBA(x, z, Q
2, q2T ) (or
ρV̂ba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T , µ), respetively):
dσBA
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
4∑
ρ=1
ρVBA(x, z, Q
2, q2T )Aρ(ψ, ϕ), (3.62)
dσ̂ba(µ)
dx̂dẑdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
4∑
ρ=1
ρV̂ba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T , µ)Aρ(ψ, ϕ). (3.63)
The oeients
ρVBA (or
ρV̂ba) of the angular funtions Aρ(ψ, ϕ) are independent of
one another.
At the energy of HERA, hadroprodution via parity-violating Z-boson exhanges
an be negleted, and only four out of the nine angular funtions listed in [34℄ on-
tribute to the ross-setions (3.62-3.63). They are
A1 = 1 + cosh
2 ψ, A3 = − cosϕ sinh 2ψ,
A2 = −2, A4 = cos 2ϕ sinh2 ψ. (3.64)
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d)
b)
e) f)
c)
Figure 3.6: Feynman diagrams for semi-inlusive DIS: (a) LO; (b-d) NLO virtual
diagrams; (e-f) NLO real emission diagrams
Out of the four struture funtions,
1V̂ba for the angular funtion A1 = 1+cosh
2 ψ
has a speial status, sine only
1V̂ba reeives ontributions from the lowest order of
PQCD (Figure 3.6a). At O(αS), only the ontribution to the 1V̂ba struture funtion
diverges in the limit qT → 0.
3.3 Leading-order ross setion
Consider rst the O(α0S) proess of the quark-photon sattering (Fig. 3.6a). This
proess ontributes to the total rate of SIDIS at the leading order (LO). There is no
LO ontribution from gluons. Due to the onservation of the 4-momentum in the
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parton-level diagram, at this order
pνb = p
ν
a + q
ν . (3.65)
This ondition and Eqs. (3.58,3.59) imply that
q2T = −qt · qt = 0. (3.66)
Also the longitudinal variables are
†
ξa = x, ξb = z,
x̂ = ẑ = 1, (3.67)
so that the momentum of the nal-state hadron B is
pµB = z (xp
µ
A + q
µ) . (3.68)
Sine both quarks and eletrons are spin-1/2 partiles, the LO ross setion is
proportional to 1 + cosh2 ψ ≡ A1(ψ, ϕ) (Callan-Gross relation [84℄). Hene the LO
ross setion is
dσ̂ij
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
∣∣∣∣
LO
=
σ0Fl
SeA
δ(~qT )
A1(ψ, ϕ)
2
δije
2
jδ(1− x̂)δ(1− ẑ), (3.69)
†
To obtain Eqs. (3.67), onsider, for instane, Eq. (3.65) in the Breit frame for ν = 0 and 3. By
using expliit expressions (3.8-3.10,3.53,3.54) for the parton and hadron momenta at qT = 0, we nd
Q
2
(
1
x̂
− ẑ
)
= 0,
Q
2
(
1
x̂
− 2 + ẑ
)
= 0.
Eqs. (3.67) are solutions for this system of equations.
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where ~qT ≡ (0, qT , 0, 0) in the hadron frame. In Eq. (3.69) the parameter σ0 ollets
various onstant fators oming from the hadroni side of the matrix element,
σ0 ≡ Q
2
4πSeAx2
(e2
2
)
. (3.70)
The fator Fl that omes from the leptoni side is dened by
Fl =
e2
2
1
Q2
. (3.71)
ej denotes the frational eletri harge of a partiipating quark or antiquark of the
avor j; ej = 2/3 for up quarks and −1/3 for down quarks.
The LO ross setion (3.69) does not expliitly depend on Q2, but rather on x
and z. This phenomenon is ompletely analogous to the Bjorken saling in ompletely
inlusive DIS [4℄, i.e., independene of DIS struture funtions from the photon's vir-
tuality Q2. Just as in the ase of inlusive DIS, the saling of the LO SIDIS ross
setion is approximate due to the dependene of PDFs and FFs on the fatorization
sale µ. This sale is naturally hosen of order Q, the only momentum sale in the LO
kinematis. When µ ≈ Q varies, the PDFs and FFs hange aording to Dokshitser-
Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) dierential equations (2.29,2.31). By solv-
ing the DGLAP equations, one sums dominant ontributions from the ollinear ra-
diation along the diretions of the hadrons A and B through all orders of PQCD.
Formally, the sale dependene of the PDFs and FFs is an O(αS) eet, so that it is on
the same footing in the LO alulation as other negleted higher-order QCD orre-
tions. By observing the dependene of the LO ross setion on µ, we an qualitatively
test the importane of suh negleted orretions. One nds that this dependene is
substantial, so that a alulation of O(αS) orretions is needed to redue theoretial
unertainties. Let us now turn to this more elaborate alulation.
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3.4 The higher-order radiative orretions
The omplete set of O(αS) orretions to the SIDIS ross setion is shown in
Figs. 3.6b-f. These orretions ontribute to the total rate at the next-to-leading
order (NLO).
At this order, one has to aount for the virtual orretions to the LO subproess
(−)
q γ∗ →(−)q (Figs. 3.6b-d), as well as for the diagrams desribing the real emission
subproesses
(−)
q γ∗ →(−)q g and gγ∗ → qq¯, with the subsequent fragmentation of the
nal-state quark, antiquark or gluon (Figs. 3.6e-f). The expliit expression for the
O(αS) ross setion is given in Appendix A.
Due to the momentum onservation, the momentum of the unobserved nal-state
partons (e.g. the gluon in Fig. 3.6e) an be expressed in terms of qµ, pµa , p
µ
b :
pµx = q
µ + pµa − pµb . (3.72)
When there is no QCD radiation (pµx = 0), the momentum of b satises the leading-
order relationship pµb = p
µ
a+q
µ
, so that qT = 0. If qT/Q≪ 1, the perturbative parton-
level ross setion is dominated by the term with ρ = 1. In the limit q2T/Q
2 → 0, but
qT 6= 0, 1V̂ba behaves as 1/q2T times a series in powers of αS and logarithms ln(q2T /Q2),
1V̂ba ≈ σ0Fl
2πSeA
1
q2T
∞∑
k=1
(
αS
π
)k 2k−1∑
m=0
v̂
(km)
ba (x̂, ẑ) ln
m
(
q2T
Q2
)
, (3.73)
where the oeients v̂
(km)
ba (x̂, ẑ) are generalized funtions of the variables x̂ and ẑ.
Obviously, the oeient of the order αkS in Eq. (3.73) oinides with the most diver-
gent part of the O(αkS) orretion to the SIDIS ross setion from the real emission
subproesses. This oeient will be alled the asymptoti part of the real emission
orretion to
1V̂ba at O(αkS).
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Convergene of the series in (3.73) deteriorates rapidly as qT/Q → 0 beause of
the growth of the terms (q−2T ) ln
m(q2T/Q
2). Ultimately the struture funtion 1V̂ba has
a non-integrable singularity at qT = 0. Its asymptoti behavior is very dierent from
that of the struture funtions
2,3,4V̂ba, whih are less singular and, in fat, integrable
at qT = 0. This singular behavior of
1V̂ba is generated by infrared singularities of
the perturbative ross setion that are loated at qT = 0. Indeed, aording to the
disussion in Setion 2.3, the diagrams with the emission of massless partiles generate
singularities when the momentum pβ1 of one of the partiles is soft (p
β
1 → 0) or
ollinear to the momentum pβ2 of another partiipating partile (p1βp
β
2 = 0). The soft
singularities in the real emission orretions anel with the soft singularities in the
virtual orretions. For instane, atO(αS) the soft singularities of the diagrams shown
in Fig. 3.6e-f anel with the soft singularities of the diagrams shown in Fig. 3.6b-d.
The remaining ollinear singularities are inluded in the PDFs and FFs, so that they
should be subtrated from
1V̂ba.
There exist two qualitatively dierent approahes for handling suh singularities.
The rst approah deals with the singularities order by order in perturbation theory;
the seond approah identies and sums the most singular terms in all orders of
the perturbative expansion. In the next two Subsetions, I disuss regularization of
infrared singularities in eah of these two approahes.
3.4.1 Fatorization of ollinear singularities at O(αS)
Let us begin by onsidering the rst approah, in whih singularities are regularized
independently at eah order of the series in αS. The singularity in the O(αS) part of
the asymptoti expansion (3.73) an be regularized by introduing a separation sale
qST and onsidering the xed-order ross setion separately in the regions 0 ≤ qT ≤ qST
and qT > q
S
T . The value of q
S
T should be small enough for the approximation (3.73)
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to be valid over the whole range qT ≤ qST .
The quantity qST plays the role of a phase spae sliing parameter. In the region
0 ≤ qT ≤ qST , we an apply the modied minimal subtration (MS) fatorization
sheme [43℄ to take are of the singularities at qT = 0. In the MS sheme, the
regularization is done through ontinuation of the parton-level ross setion to n =
4 − 2ǫ, ǫ > 0 dimensions [42℄. The n-dimensional expression for the O(αS) part of
the asymptoti expansion (3.73) of
1V̂ba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ) is
1V̂ba
∣∣∣
1/q2T ,O(αS)
=
(
2πµn
ẑ
)4−n
σ0Fl
2πSeA
αS
π
1
2q2T
∑
j
δbjδjae
2
j ×[
δ(1− ẑ){P (1)qq (x̂) + P (1)qg (x̂)}+ {P (1)qq (ẑ) + P (1)gq (ẑ)} δ(1− x̂)
+ 2δ(1− ẑ)δ(1− x̂)
[
CF log
Q2
q2T
− 3
2
CF
]
+O
(αS
π
, q2T
)]
. (3.74)
Here the olor fator CF = (N
2
c − 1)/(2Nc) = 4/3, Nc = 3 is the number of quark
olors in QCD. The funtions P
(1)
ij (ξ) entering the onvolution integrals in (3.74) are
the unpolarized O(αS) splitting kernels [47℄:
P (1)qq (ξ) = CF
[
1 + ξ2
1− ξ
]
+
, (3.75)
P (1)qg (ξ) =
1
2
(
1− 2ξ + 2ξ2) , (3.76)
P (1)gq (ξ) = CF
1 + (1− ξ)2
ξ
. (3.77)
The +-presription in P
(1)
qq (ξ) regularizes P
(1)
qq (ξ) at ξ = 1; it is dened as
∫ 1
0
dξ [f(ξ)]+ g(ξ) ≡
∫ 1
0
dξ f(ξ) (g(ξ)− g(1)) .
The sale parameter µn in (3.74) is introdued to restore the orret dimensionality
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of the parton-level ross setion dσ̂ba/(dx̂dẑdQ
2dqn−2T dϕ) for n 6= 4. The soft and
ollinear singularities appear as terms proportional to 1/ǫ2 and 1/ǫ when n→ 4. The
soft singularity in the real emission orretions anels with the soft singularity in the
virtual orretions. At O(αS), the virtual orretions (Fig. 3.6b-d) evaluate to
dσ̂ba
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
∣∣∣∣
virt,O(αS)
= −αS
2π
CF
(
4πµ2n
Q2
)ǫ
1
Γ(1− ǫ)
(
2
ǫ2
+
3
ǫ
+ 8
)
×
× dσ̂ba
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
∣∣∣∣
LO
, (3.78)
where the LO ross setion is given in Eq. (3.69).
The remaining ollinear singularities are absorbed into the partoni PDFs and FFs.
When the partoni PDFs and FFs are subtrated from the partoni ross setion
dσ̂, the remainder is nite and independent of the types of the external hadrons.
We denote this nite remainder as (dσ̂)hard. The onvolution of (dσ̂)hard with the
hadroni PDFs and FFs yields a ross setion for the external hadroni states A and
B. The hard part depends on an arbitrary fatorization sale µ through terms like
P
(1)
ab ln(µ/K), where P
(1)
ab (ξ) are splitting funtions, and K is some momentum sale
in the proess. The sales µ and µn are related as
µ2 = 4πe−γEµ2n.
The dependene on the fatorization sale in the hard part is ompensated, up to
higher-order terms in αS, by sale dependene of the long-distane hadroni funtions.
After the anellation of soft singularities and fatorization of ollinear singulari-
ties, one an alulate analytially the integral of ( 1V̂ba)hard over the region
0 ≤ qT ≤ qST . At O(αS) this integral is given by
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∫ (qS
T
)2
0
dq2T
(
1V̂ba
)
hard
=
σ0Fl
2πSeA
∑
j
e2j
{
1V̂ LOba,j +
αS
π
1V̂ NLOba,j
}
. (3.79)
The LO and NLO struture funtions are
1V̂ LOba,j = δ(1− ẑ)δ(1− x̂)δbjδja, (3.80)
1V̂ NLOba,j = −
1
2
[(
CF ln
2 Q
2
(qST )
2
− 3CF ln Q
2
(qST )
2
)
δ(1− ẑ)δ(1− x̂)δbjδja
+ ln
µ2
(ẑ qST )
2
(
δ(1− ẑ)δbjP (1)ja (x̂) + P (1)bj (ẑ)δ(1− x̂)δja
)]
+ δ(1− ẑ)δbjcin(1)ja (x̂) + cout(1)bj (ẑ)δ(1− x̂)δja. (3.81)
The oeient funtions c
in,out(1)
ba (ξ) that appear in
1V̂ NLOba,j are given by
c
(1)in
ji (ξ) = c
out(1)
ij (ξ) = δijCF
[
1
2
(1− ξ)− 2δ(1− ξ)
]
, (3.82)
c
(1)in
jg (ξ) =
1
2
ξ(1− ξ), (3.83)
c
(1)out
gj (ξ) =
CF
2
ξ. (3.84)
Now onsider the kinematial region qT > q
S
T , where the approximation (3.74) no
longer holds. In this region, ( 1V̂ba)hard should be obtained from the exat NLO result.
With this presription, the integral over q2T an be alulated as∫ max q2T
0
dq2T
dσ̂ba
dx̂dẑdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
A1(ψ, ϕ)
{∫ (qST )2
0
dq2T
(
1V̂ba
)
hard
+
∫ max q2T
(qS
T
)2
dq2T
(
1V̂ba
)
hard
}
+
4∑
ρ=2
Aρ(ψ, ϕ)
∫ max q2T
0
dq2T
(
ρV̂ba
)
, (3.85)
where max q2T is the maximal value of q
2
T allowed by kinematis. The rst integral
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on the right-hand side is alulated analytially, using the approximation (3.79); the
seond and third integrals are alulated numerially, using the omplete perturbative
result of the order O(αS). The numerial alulation is done with the help of a Monte
Carlo integration pakage written in the style of the programs Legay and ResBos
used earlier for resummation in vetor boson prodution at hadron-hadron olliders
[25℄.
3.4.2 All-order resummation of large logarithmi terms
A signiant failure of the omputational proedure in (3.85) is that it annot be
applied to the desription of the qT -dependent dierential ross setions. Indeed,
the anellation of the infrared singularities is ahieved by integration of the ross
setion over the region 0 ≤ qT ≤ qST . However the shape of the qT distribution is
arbitrary and depends on the hoie of the parameter qST that speies the lowest qT
bin 0 ≤ qT ≤ qST . The fundamental problem is that the terms in (3.73) with small
powers of αS do not reliably approximate the omplete sum in the region qT ≪ Q.
This problem justies the seond approah to the regularization of the singularities
at qT = 0, in whih large logarithms in (3.73) and virtual orretions at qT = 0 are
summed to all orders. A better approximation for
1V̂ba at qT /Q≪ 1 is provided by the
Fourier transform of a
~b-spae funtion
̂˜
W ba(b, Q, x̂, ẑ, µ), whih sums the dominant
terms in (3.73) and virtual orretions through all orders of αS:
1V̂ba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T , µ)
∣∣∣
W˜
=
σ0Fl
2SeA
∫
d2b
(2π)2
ei~qT ·
~b̂˜W ba(b, Q, x̂, ẑ, µ). (3.86)
Here
~b is a vetor onjugate to ~qT , and b denotes the magnitude of ~b. Hene
1V̂ba at
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all values of qT an be approximated by
1V̂ba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T , µ) =
1V̂ba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T , µ)
∣∣∣
W˜
+ 1Ŷba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ), (3.87)
where
1Ŷba is the dierene between the O(αS) expression for 1V̂ba (f. AppendixA)
and O(αS) asymptoti part (3.74), taken at n = 4. This dierene is nite in the
limit qT → 0.
The omplete hadron-level resummed ross setion an be obtained by inluding
the nite parton struture funtions for ρ = 2, 3, 4 and onvolving the parton-level
struture funtions with PDFs and FFs (f. Eqs. (3.60-3.63)):
dσBA
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
∣∣∣∣
resum
=
σ0Fl
SeA
A1(ψ, ϕ)
2
∫
d2b
(2π)2
ei~qT ·
~bW˜BA(b, Q, x, z) + YBA.
(3.88)
In this equation, the hadron-level b-dependent form-fator W˜BA(b, Q, x, z) is the sum
of onvolutions of parton-level form-fators
̂˜
W ba(b, Q, x̂, ẑ) with the PDFs and FFs:
W˜BA =
∑
a,b
DB/b ⊗ ̂˜W ba ⊗ Fa/A. (3.89)
YBA denotes the omplete nite piee,
YBA ≡ 1YBA +
4∑
ρ=2
ρVBAAρ(ψ, ϕ), (3.90)
where
1YBA ≡
∑
a,b
DB/b ⊗ 1Ŷba ⊗ Fa/A. (3.91)
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The expliit expression for YBA is presented in Appendix A.
At small b and large Q (i.e., in the region where perturbative dynamis is ex-
peted to dominate) the general struture of W˜BA(b, Q, x, z) an be found from rst
priniples [17, 21℄:
W˜BA(b, Q, x, z) =
∑
j
e2j (DB/b ⊗ Coutbj )(z, b)(Cinja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, b)e−SBA(b,Q). (3.92)
Aording to the disussion in Setion 2.4, the form-fator W˜BA is the all-order sum
of the large logarithms, whih remain after the anellation of soft singularities and
fatorization of ollinear singularities. The soft ontributions are inluded in the
Sudakov funtion SBA(b, Q). At small b, SBA(b, Q) does not depend on the types of
the external hadrons and looks like
SBA(b, Q) =
∫ C2
2
Q2
C2
1
/b2
dµ2
µ2
(
A(αS(µ), C1) ln C
2
2Q
2
µ2
+ B(αS(µ), C1, C2)
)
≡ SP (b, Q),
(3.93)
with
A(αS(µ), C1) =
∞∑
k=1
Ak(C1)
(
αS(µ)
π
)k
, (3.94)
B(αS(µ), C1, C2) =
∞∑
k=1
Bk(C1, C2)
(
αS(µ)
π
)k
. (3.95)
Contributions from the ollinear partons are inluded in the funtions Cin(x̂, b, µ)
and Cout(ẑ, b, µ). These funtions an also be expanded in series of αS/π, as
Cinij (x̂, b, µ) =
∞∑
k=0
Cin(k)ij (x̂, C1, C2,µb)
(
αS(µ)
π
)k
, (3.96)
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Coutij (ẑ, b, µ) =
∞∑
k=0
Cout(k)ij (ẑ, C1, C2, µb)
(
αS(µ)
π
)k
. (3.97)
Aording to Eq. (3.93), the integration in SP (b, Q) is performed between two
sales C1/b and C2Q, where C1 and C2 are onstants of order 1. These onstants
also appear in terms proportional to δ(1 − x̂) or δ(1 − ẑ) in the C-funtions. The
omplete fator W˜ (b, Q) is approximately independent from C1 and C2. In addition,
the C-funtions depend on the fatorization sale µ that separates singular ollinear
ontributions inluded in the PDFs and FFs from the nite ollinear ontributions
inluded in the C-funtions. To suppress ertain logarithms in O(αS) parts of the Cin
and Cout funtions, it is onvenient to hoose
C1 = 2e
−γE ≡ b0, (3.98)
C2 = 1, (3.99)
µ = b0/b, (3.100)
where γE = 0.577215... is the Euler onstant.
Using our NLO results, I nd the following expressions for the oeients Ak(C1),
Bk(C1, C2) and the C-funtions:
A1 = CF , (3.101)
B1 = 2CF log
(
e−3/4C1
b0C2
)
. (3.102)
To the same order, the expressions for the C-funtions are
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• LO:
Cin(0)jk (x̂, µb) = δjkδ(1− x̂), (3.103)
Cout(0)jk (ẑ, µb) = δjkδ(1− ẑ), (3.104)
Cin(0)jg = Cout(0)gj = 0; (3.105)
• NLO:
Cin(1)jk (x̂, µb) =
CF
2
(1− x̂)− P (1)qq (x̂) log
(µb
b0
)
− CF δ(1− x̂)
(
23
16
+ log2
(e−3/4C1
b0C2
))
, (3.106)
Cin(1)jg (x̂, µb) =
1
2
x̂(1− x̂)− P (1)qg (x̂) log
(µb
b0
)
, (3.107)
Cout(1)jk (ẑ, µb) =
CF
2
(1− ẑ)− P (1)qq (ẑ) log
( µb
ẑb0
)
− CF δ(1− ẑ)
(
23
16
+ log2
(e−3/4C1
b0C2
))
, (3.108)
Cout(1)gj (ẑ, µb) =
CF
2
ẑ − P (1)gq (ẑ) log
( µb
ẑb0
)
. (3.109)
In these formulas, the indies j and k orrespond to quarks and antiquarks, and
g to gluons. In Appendix B I show that the expansion of the integral over b in
Eq. (3.88) up to the order O(αS), with perturbative oeients given in Eqs. (3.101-
3.109), reprodues the small-qT limit of the xed-order O(αS) ross setion disussed
in Subsetion 3.4.1.
Due to the rossing relations between parton-level SIDIS, vetor boson prodution,
and e+e− hadroprodution, the Cin-funtions are essentially the same in SIDIS and
the Drell-Yan proess; and the Cout-funtions are essentially the same in SIDIS and
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e+e− hadroprodution. At NLO the only dierene stems from the fat that the
momentum transfer q2 is spaelike in DIS and timelike in the other two proesses.
Hene the virtual diagrams Figs. 3.6b-d dier by π2 for spaelike and timelike q2.
Correspondingly, Cin(1)jk for SIDIS does not ontain the term (π2/3)δ(1− x̂), whih is
present in the Cin(1)jk -funtion for the Drell-Yan proess. Similarly, Cout(1)jk for SIDIS
does not ontain the term (π2/3)δ(1− ẑ), whih is present in the Cout(1)jk -funtion for
e+e− hadroprodution.
Up to now, I was disussing the behavior of the resummed ross-setion at short
distanes. The representation (3.92) should be modied at large values of the variable
b to aount for nonperturbative long-distane dynamis. The authors of Ref. [21℄
suggested the following ansatz for W˜BA whih is valid at all values of b:
W˜BA(b, Q, x, z) =
∑
j
e2j (DB/b ⊗ Coutbj )(z, b∗)(Cinja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, b∗)e−SBA. (3.110)
Here the variable
b∗ ≡ b√
1 +
(
b
bmax
)2 (3.111)
serves to reprodue the perturbative solution (3.92) at b ≪ bmax, with bmax ≈
0.5 GeV−1, and turn o the perturbative dynamis for b ≥ bmax. Furthermore, the
Sudakov fator is modied, being written as the sum of the perturbatively alulable
part SP (b∗, Q) given by Eq. (3.93), and a nonperturbative part, whih is only partially
onstrained by the theory:
SBA(b, Q, x, z) = S
P (b∗, Q, x, z) + S
NP
BA (b, Q, x, z). (3.112)
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An expliit solution for the funtion SNPBA (b, Q, x, z) has not been found yet.
Nonetheless, the renormalization properties of the theory require that the Q depen-
dene in the nonperturbative Sudakov term be separated from the dependene on the
other kinematial variables, i.e.,
SNPBA (b, Q, x, z) = g
(1)
BA(b, x, z) + g
(2)
BA(b, x, z) log
Q
Q0
, (3.113)
with Q0 ≈ 1 GeV. The theory does not predit the funtional forms of g(1)BA(b, x, z)
and g
(2)
BA(b, x, z), so these must be determined by tting experimental data. In ad-
dition, if SNPBA (b, Q, x, z) indeed desribes long-distane dynamis, it should vanish
or be muh smaller than SP (b, Q, x, z) in the perturbative region b < bmax. In the
analysis of the experimental results, we may nd that the t to the data prefers a
parametrization of SNP (b) that is not small in omparison to the perturbative part
of W˜BA at b < bmax. Suh observation will be an evidene in favor of important
dynamis that is not inluded in the b-spae resummation formula with oeients
alulated at the given order of PQCD. Therefore, this work uses an interpretation
of SNP that is broader than its original denition in [21℄. SNP will parametrize not
only large-b physis, but additional ontributions to W˜BA at all values of b that are
not inluded in the perturbative part of W˜BA. In the following parts of the thesis I
will test whether the data are onsistent with the assumption that these additional
ontributions are small in omparison to the perturbative part of W˜BA when b < bmax.
Before ending this setion, I would like to omment on a subtle dierene be-
tween Cin and Cout. While the initial-state oeient funtions Cin(1)ba (x̂, C1, C2, b, µ)
given in Eqs. (3.106) and (3.107) depend on the fatorization sale µ through a fa-
tor ln [µb/b0], the nal-state funtions Cout(1)ba (ẑ, C1, C2, b, µ) given in Eqs. (3.108) and
(3.109) depend instead on ln [µb/(b0ẑ)]. The additional term ∝ ln ẑ in the fun-
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tions Cout(1)ba (ẑ, C1, C2, b, µ) beomes large and negative when ẑ → 0, so that it an
signiantly inuene the O(αS) ontribution at small values of ẑ. As a result, the re-
summed total rate tends to be lower than its xed-order ounterpart for z . 0.1. This
issue is disussed in more detail in Setion 4.2. Similarly, the O(αS) part of the NLO
struture funtion
1V̂ NLOba,j in (3.81) depends on µ through a logarithm ln [µ
2/(ẑqST )
2].
The appearane of the additional terms ∝ ln ẑ in the funtions Cout(1)bj and 1V̂ NLOba,j
reets the speis of separation of the O(αS) hard ross setion (dσ̂)hard from the
ollinear ontributions to the FFs in theMS fatorization sheme. The easiest way to
see the spei origin of the ln ẑ terms is to notie that the dependene on the param-
eter µn in the n-dimensional expression (3.74) for
1V̂ba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ) omes through a
fator (2πµn/ẑ)
4−n
, rather than through a more onventional (2πµn)
4−n
. In its turn,
ẑ appears in (2πµn/ẑ)
4−n
, beause the MS-sheme presribes to ontinue to n−2 di-
mensions the transverse momentum ~̂pT of the outgoing parton, rather than the vetor
~qT = ~̂pT/ẑ relevant to the resummation alulation. It is this fator that generates
the µ-dependent logarithmi terms ln [µb/(b0ẑ)] in the funtions Cout(1)bj (ẑ, C1, C2, b, µ)
and
1V̂ NLOba,j . The Cin(1)ja -funtions do not inlude ln ẑ beause they are evaluated along
the diretion ẑ = 1 in the phase spae. In ontrast, nothing forbids suh a term in
the funtions Cout(1)bj , in whih ẑ an be anything between z and 1. Moreover, the
ln ẑ terms are needed to reprodue MS expressions for O(αS) oeient funtions in
ompletely inlusive DIS [85℄ by integration of dσ̂ba/(dQ
2dx̂dẑdq2T ) over qT and ẑ.
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3.5 Hadroni multipliities and energy ows
Knowing the hadroni ross-setion, it is possible to alulate the multipliity of the
proess, whih is dened as the ratio of this ross-setion and the total inlusive DIS
ross-setion for the given leptoni uts:
Multipliity ≡ 1
dσtot/dxdQ2
dσ
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
. (3.114)
Both the ross-setion and the multipliity depend on the properties of the nal-state
fragmentation. The analysis an be simplied by onsidering energy ows whih do
not have suh dependene. A traditional variable used in the experimental literature
is a transverse energy ow 〈ET 〉 in one of the oordinate frames, dened as
〈ET 〉ΦB =
1
σtot
∑
B
∫
ΦB
dΦB ET
dσ(e+ A→ e +B +X)
dΦB
. (3.115)
This denition involves an integration over the available phase spae ΦB and a sum-
mation over all possible speies of the nal hadrons B. Sine the integration over ΦB
inludes integration over the longitudinal omponent of the momentum of B, the de-
pendene of 〈ET 〉 on the fragmentation funtions drops out due to the normalization
ondition
∑
B
∫
z DB/b(z)dz = 1. (3.116)
Instead of 〈ET 〉, I will analyze the ow of the variable z. This ow is dened
as [86℄
dΣz
dx dQ2 dq2Tdϕ
=
∑
B
∫ 1
zmin
z
dσ(e+ A→ e +B +X)
dx dz dQ2 dq2Tdϕ
dz. (3.117)
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I prefer to use Σz rather than 〈ET 〉 beause 〈ET 〉 is not Lorentz invariant, whih
ompliates its usage in the theoretial analysis
‡
. Sine qT is related to the pseudora-
pidity in the hCM frame via Eq. (3.25), and the transverse energy of a nearly massless
partile in this frame is given by
ET ≈ pT = zqT , (3.118)
the experimental information on dΣz/(dx dQ
2 dq2T ) an be derived from the hCM
frame pseudorapidity (ηcm) distributions of 〈ET 〉 in bins of x and Q2. If mass eets
are negleted, we have
d〈ET 〉
dxdQ2dηcmdϕ
= 2q3T
dΣz
dxdQ2dq2Tdϕ
. (3.119)
By the fatorization theorems of QCD, the hadron-level z-ow Σz an be written
as the onvolution of a parton-level z-ow Σ̂z with the PDFs,
dΣz
dxdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
∑
a
∫ 1
x
dξa
ξa
Fa/A(ξa, µF )
dΣ̂z(µ)
dx̂dQ2dq2Tdϕ
. (3.120)
Similarly to the SIDIS ross setion, the z-ow an be expanded in a sum over the
leptoni angular funtions Aρ(ψ, ϕ):
dΣ̂z(µ)
dx̂dQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
4∑
ρ=1
ρV̂za(x̂, Q
2, q2T , µ)Aρ(ψ, ϕ), (3.121)
where the struture funtions
ρV̂za(x̂, Q
2, q2T , µ) for the z-ow are related to the stru-
ture funtions
ρV̂ba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T , µ) for the SIDIS ross setion by
‡
The z-ow Σz is related to the energy distribution funtion Σ alulated in [33℄ as Σz =
(2xEA/Q
2)Σ. Here EA is the energy of the initial hadron in the HERA lab frame.
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ρV̂za(x̂, Q
2, q2T , µ) =
∑
b
∫ 1
0
ẑdẑ ρV̂ba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T , µ). (3.122)
The resummed z-ow is alulated as
dΣz
dxdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
σ0Fl
SeA
A1(ψ, ϕ)
2
∫
d2b
(2π)2
ei~qT ·
~bW˜z(b, Q, x) + Yz, (3.123)
where
W˜z(b, Q, x) =
∑
j
e2jCoutz e−Sz(b,Q,x) (Cinja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, b∗, µ). (3.124)
As in the ase of the resummation of hadroni ross setions, only the struture
funtion
1VzA for the angular funtion A1 = 1 + cosh
2 ψ has to be resummed.
The funtions Cinja in (3.124) are the same as in (3.92). The oeient Coutz is
Coutz = 1 +
αS
π
CF
(
− 7
16
− π
2
3
− ln2 e
−3/4C1
C2b0
)
. (3.125)
The parameter b∗, given by (3.111) with bmax = 0.5 GeV
−1
, is introdued in (3.124)
to smoothly turn o the perturbative dynamis when b exeeds bmax. The term Yz
in (3.123) is the dierene between the omplete xed-order expression at O(αS) for
dΣz/(dxdQ
2dq2Tdϕ) and its most singular part in the limit qT → 0; that is,
Yz =
dΣz
dxdQ2dq2Tdϕ
−
(
dΣz
dxdQ2dq2Tdϕ
)
asym
. (3.126)
The asymptoti part alulated to O(αS) is
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(
dΣz
dxdQ2dq2Tdϕ
)
asym
=
σ0Fl
SeA
αS
π
1
2q2T
A1(ψ, ϕ)
2π
×
∑
j
e2j
[{
(P (1)qq ⊗ Fj/A)(x, µ) + (P (1)qg ⊗ Fg/A)(x, µ)
}
+ 2Fj/A(x, µ)
{
CF ln
Q2
q2T
− 3
2
CF
}
+O
((αS
π
)2
, q2T
)]
. (3.127)
Similar to (3.112), the z-ow Sudakov fator Sz is a sum of perturbative and
nonperturbative parts,
Sz(b, Q, x) = S
P (b∗, Q, x) + S
NP
z (b, Q, x). (3.128)
The NLO perturbative Sudakov fator SP is given by the universal x-independent
expression (3.93). As in the ase of SIDIS multipliities, the renormalization group
invariane requires that the dependene of SNPz on lnQ be separated from the depen-
dene on other variables:
SNPz (b, Q, x) = g
(1)(b, x) + g(2)(b, x) log
Q
Q0
. (3.129)
In priniple, the z-ow Sudakov fator Sz(b, Q, x) is related to the Sudakov fators
SBA(b, Q, x, z) of the ontributing hadroprodution proesses e + A → e + B + X
through the relationship
e−Sz(b,x) =
1
Coutz (b∗, µ)
∑
B
∫
zdze−SBA(b,Q,x,z)(DB/b ⊗ Coutb,j )(z, b∗, µ). (3.130)
In pratie, the eient usage of this relationship to onstrain the Sudakov fators
is only possible if the fragmentation funtions and the hadroni ontents of the nal
state are aurately known. I do not use the relationship (3.130) in my alulations.
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3.6 Relationship between the perturbative and re-
summed ross-setions. Unertainties of the al-
ulation
In the numerial alulations, some are is needed to treat the unertainties in the
denitions of the asymptoti and resummed ross setions, although formally these
unertainties are of order O((αS/π)2, q−1T ).
3.6.1 Mathing
The generi struture of the resummed ross-setion (3.88), alulated up to the order
O((αS/π)N), is
σ(N)resum = σW˜ + Y
(N). (3.131)
In (3.131), the W˜ -piee reeives all-order ontributions from large logarithmi terms
1
q2T
∞∑
k=1
(αS
π
)k 2k−1∑
m=0
v(km) logm (q2T /Q
2). (3.132)
The Y -piee is the dierene of the xed-order perturbative and asymptoti ross-
setions:
Y (N) = σ
(N)
pert − σ(N)asym. (3.133)
In the small-qT region, we expet anellation up to terms of order O(αN+1S /πN+1)
between the perturbative and asymptoti piees in (3.133), so that the W˜ -piee dom-
inates the resummed ross-setion (3.131). On the other hand, the expression for
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the asymptoti piee oinides with the expansion of the W˜ -piee up to the order
O(αNS /πN), so that at large qT the resummed ross-setion (3.131) is formally equal
to the perturbative ross-setion up to orretions of order O(αN+1S /πN+1).
In priniple, due to the anellation between the perturbative and asymptoti
piees at small qT , and between the resummed and asymptoti piee at large qT , the
resummed formula σresum is at least as good an approximation of the physial ross-
setion as the perturbative ross-setion σpert of the same order. However, in the NLO
alulation at qT ≫ Q it is safer to use the xed order ross-setion instead of the
resummed expression. At the NLO order of αS, the dierene between the W˜ -piee
and the asymptoti piee at large qT may still be non-negligible in omparison to the
perturbative piee. In partiular, due to the fast rise of the PDFs at small x, the
resummed and asymptoti piees reeive large ontributions from the small-x region,
while the perturbative piee does not (see the next Subsetion for details). Therefore,
the resummed ross-setion σresum may dier signiantly from the NLO ross-setion
σpert. This dierene does not mean that the resummed ross-setion agrees with the
data better than the xed-order one. At qT ≥ Q, the NLO ross-setion is no longer
dominated by the logarithms that are resummed in Eq. (3.131). In other words, the
resummed ross-setion (3.131) does not inlude some terms in the NLO ross-setion
that beome important at qT ≈ Q. For this reason, at qT > Q the resummed ross-
setion may show unphysial behavior; for example, it an be signiantly higher the
NLO ross setion or even osillate if the W˜ -term hanges rapidly near the boundary
between the perturbative and nonperturbative regions.
As the order of the perturbative alulation inreases, the agreement between the
resummed and the xed-order perturbative ross-setions is expeted to improve. In-
deed, suh improvement was shown in the ase of vetor boson prodution [25℄, where
one observes a smoother transition from the resummed to the xed-order perturbative
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ross-setion if the alulation is done at the next-to-next-to-leading order. Also, at
the NNLO the swithing ours at larger values of the transverse momentum of the
vetor boson than in the ase of the NLO.
Sine the xed-order result is more reliable at qT & Q, the swithing from the
resummed to the xed-order perturbative ross-setion should our at qT ≈ Q. How-
ever, there is no unique point at whih this swithing happens. Similarly, it is not
possible to say beforehand whih of the two ross setions agrees better with the data
in the region qT ≈ Q. In SIDIS at small x, the NLO z-ow underestimates the data at
qT & Q, while the resummed z-ow is in better agreement. Therefore, it makes more
sense to use the resummed z-ow in this region, without swithing to the xed-order
piee. On the other hand, in the harged partile prodution one has to swith to the
NLO ross setion at qT ≈ Q in order to reprodue the measured pT -distributions.
3.6.2 Kinematial orretions at qT ≈ Q
In this Subsetion I disuss the dierenes between the kinematis implemented in
the denitions of the asymptoti and resummed ross-setions, and the kinematis of
the perturbative piee at non-zero values of qT .
Let us rst disuss the NLO approximation to the hadroni ross setion (3.60).
The integrand of the NLO ross setion ontains the delta-funtion
δ
[
q2T
Q2
−
(
1
x̂
− 1
)(
1
ẑ
− 1
)]
= xzδ
[
(ξa − x)(ξb − z)− xz q
2
T
Q2
]
, (3.134)
whih omes from the parton-level ross-setion (A.2). Depending on the values of
x, z, Q2, q2T , the ontour of the integration over ξa and ξb determined by (3.134) an
have one of three shapes shown in Fig. 3.7a,b,. For qT ≪ Q the integration proeeds
along the ontour in Fig. 3.7a, and the integral in (3.60) an be written in either of
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two alternative forms
dσBA
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
∫ 1
(ξa)min
dξa
ξa − xMBA(ξa, ξb; x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T , ϕ)
=
∫ 1
(ξb)min
dξb
ξb − zMBA(ξa, ξb; x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T , ϕ), (3.135)
where
MBA(ξa, ξb; x̂, ẑ, Q2, q2T , ϕ) =
σ0Fl
4πSeA
αS
π
x̂ẑ
∑
a,b
DB/b(ξb)Fa/A(ξa)
4∑
ρ=1
ρfba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T )Aρ(ψ, ϕ). (3.136)
The lower bounds of the integrals are
(ξa)min =
w2
1− z + x, (3.137)
(ξb)min =
w2
1− x + z, (3.138)
with
w ≡ qT
Q
√
xz. (3.139)
Alternatively, the ross-setion an be written in a form symmetri with respet
to x and z,
dσBA
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
∫ 1
x+w
dξa
ξa − xMBA +
∫ 1
z+w
dξb
ξb − zMBA, (3.140)
where the integrals are alulated along the branhes RP and RQ in Fig. 3.7a, re-
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spetively. As qT → 0,
(ξa)min → x, (ξb)min → z,
and the ontour PRQ approahes the ontour of integration of the asymptoti ross-
setion shown in Fig. 3.7d. The horizontal (or vertial) branh ontributes to the
onvolutions with splitting funtions in Eq. (3.74) arising from the initial (or nal)
state ollinear singularities, while the soft singularities of Eq. (3.74) are loated at the
point ξa = x, ξb = z.
On the other hand, as qT inreases up to values around Q, the dierene between
the ontours of integration of the perturbative and asymptoti ross-setions may
beome signiant. First, as an be seen from (3.140), in the perturbative piee ξa
and ξb are always higher than x + w or z + w , while in the asymptoti piee they
vary between x or z and unity. At small x (or small z) the dierene between the
phase spaes of the perturbative and asymptoti piees may beome important due
to the steep rise of the PDFs (or FFs) in this region. Indeed, for illustration onsider
a semi-inlusive DIS experiment at small x. Let qT/Q = 0.5, z = 0.5, and x = 10
−4
;
then x + w = 3.2 · 10−3 ≫ x = 10−4. In ombination with the fast rise of the PDFs
at small x, this will enhane the dierene between the perturbative and resummed
ross-setions.
Seond, for x or z near unity, it ould happen that x+w ≥ 1 or z+w ≥ 1, whih
would lead to the disappearane of one or two branhes of the integration of the
perturbative piee (Fig. 3.7b,). In this situation the phase spae for nearly ollinear
radiation along the diretion of the initial or nal parton is suppressed. Again, this
may degrade the onsisteny between the perturbative and asymptoti piee, sine
the latter inludes ontributions from both branhes of the ollinear radiation. For-
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tunately, the x − z asymmetry of the phase spae in SIDIS is not important in the
analysis of the existing data from HERA, sine it overs the small-x region and is less
sensitive to the ontributions from the large z region, where the rate of the hadropro-
dution is small.
The numerial analysis below inludes a orretion that imitates the phase spae
ontration in the low-x region. This orretion is inorporated by replaing x in
Eqs. (3.74, 3.88) by the resaled variable
x˜ =
Q2 + q2T
Q2
x. (3.141)
This substitution simulates the phase spae ontration of the perturbative piee. At
small qT , the resaling reprodues the exat asymptoti and resummed piees, but at
larger qT it exludes the unphysial integration region of ξa ≈ x.
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Figure 3.7: The ontours of the integration over ξa, ξb for (a,b,) the perturbative
ross-setion; (d) the asymptoti and resummed ross-setions
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Chapter 4
Resummation in semi-inlusive DIS:
numerial results
Despite the abundane of experimental publiations on SIDIS, none of them presents
dependene of SIDIS observables on the variable qT . Hene qT -distributions, whih
are sensitive to the multiple parton radiation, have to be derived from the published
data on less diret distributions. The qT -distributions for some of the HERA data
were reonstruted for the rst time in [35, 36℄. In this Chapter, I onentrate on the
analysis of the qT -distributions for the z−ow (3.117)
1
σtot
dΣz
dxdQ2dq2T
,
whih an be derived from published pseudorapidity distributions for the transverse
energy ow in the hCM frame [64, 65℄. I will also disuss several observables, inluding
the average value of q2T , that were measured in the prodution of light harged hadrons
[60, 63℄.
Reonstrution of the qT -dependene reveals an interesting trend in the data:
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namely, the average qT (or average q
2
T ) inreases rapidly when either x or z dereases.
This trend is illustrated in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. Figure 4.1 shows the average q2T in the
harged partile prodution for several bins of x and z at 28 ≤ Q2 ≤ 38 GeV2. The
proedure of reonstrution of 〈q2T 〉 is desribed in detail in Setion 4.2. As an be
seen from Figure 4.1, 〈q2T 〉 in the ZEUS data sample (〈x〉 = 1.94 ·10−3) is several times
higher than 〈q2T 〉 at the same value of 〈z〉 and larger values of 〈x〉 in the E665 data
sample (〈x〉 = 0.07 − 0.29). 〈q2T 〉 inreases even faster when 〈z〉 dereases and 〈x〉 is
xed. For instane, at 〈x〉 = 1.94 · 10−3 〈q2T 〉 inreases from 3 GeV2 at 〈z〉 = 0.775 to
82 GeV2 at 〈z〉 = 0.075.
A similar trend is apparently present in the behavior of the quantity
√
〈q2TΣz〉 / 〈Σz〉,
whih was derived from the data for the distributions d 〈ET 〉 /dηcm published in [65℄.
This quantity is shown in Figure 4.2 as a funtion of Q2 and x.∗ At eah value
of Q2,
√〈q2TΣz〉 / 〈Σz〉 beomes larger when x dereases. Also, √〈q2TΣz〉 / 〈Σz〉 is
roughly onstant along the lines of onstant y = Q2/xSeA (i.e., the lines parallel to
the kinematial boundary y = 1). Larger values of
√〈q2TΣz〉 / 〈Σz〉 at smaller x are
the evidene of broader distributions dΣz/dqT . In the subsequent Setions, I disuss
this phenomenon in the ontext of the qT -resummation formalism.
In this Chapter I assume that the angle ϕ is not monitored in the experiment,
so that it will be integrated out in the following disussion. Correspondingly, the
numerial results for dσBA/(dxdzdQ
2dq2T ) will not depend on terms in Eqs. (3.62-
3.63) proportional to the angular funtions A3 and A4, whih integrate to zero. The
dependene on the azimuthal angle ϕ is disussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
∗
The distributions
√
〈q2TΣz〉 / 〈Σz〉 were derived by onverting distributions d 〈ET 〉 /dηcm in
dΣz/dq
2
T with the help of Eq. (3.119) and then averaging
〈
q2TΣz
〉
and 〈Σz〉 over the experimen-
tal bins of qT . In eah bin of qT , entral values of Σz and q
2
T were used. This proedure provides a
reasonable estimate for
√
〈q2TΣz〉 / 〈Σz〉 if the experimental qT -bins over all available range of qT .
Figure 4.2 shows
√
〈q2TΣz〉 / 〈Σz〉 for the low-Q data set of from [65℄, whih satises this riterion.
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Figure 4.1: The average q2T as a funtion of x and z in the harged partile prodution
at Q2 = 28 − 38 GeV2. The data points are extrated from published distributions
〈p2T 〉 vs. xF [60, 63℄ using the method desribed in Setion 4.2.
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Figure 4.2:
√〈q2TΣz〉 / 〈Σz〉 reonstruted from distributions d 〈ET 〉 /dηcm in bins of
x and Q2 [65℄.
4.1 Energy ows
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4.1.1 General remarks
As was disussed at length in Subsetion 3.4.2, knowledge of the resummed SIDIS
ross setion an be used to predit the pseudorapidity spetrum of the transverse
energy ow in the hadron Breit frame or the hCM frame. It is advantageous to study
the energy ows, beause they are less dependent on the speis of the nal-state
fragmentation of the sattered partons into the observed hadrons. I therefore start the
presentation of the numerial results with the omparison of the resummation formal-
ism to the experimentally measured pseudorapidity distributions for the transverse
energy ow in the hCM frame.
I onsider the data on d 〈ET 〉 /dηcm whih has been published in [64, 65℄. I onsider
seven bins of x and Q from [64℄ (10 ≤ 〈Q2〉 ≤ 50 GeV2, 3.7 · 10−4 ≤ 〈x〉 ≤ 4.9 · 10−3)
and two sets of bins of x and Q from [65℄ (low-Q2 set overing 13.1 < 〈Q2〉 <
70.2 GeV2, 8 × 10−5 < 〈x〉 < 7 × 10−3 and high-Q2 set overing 175 < 〈Q2〉 <
2200 GeV2 and 0.0043 < 〈x〉 < 0.11).
The experimental distributions d 〈ET 〉 /dηcm at a xed value of W 2 = Q2(1−x)/x
an be onverted into the distributions dΣz/dqT using Eqs. (3.25,3.119):
qT = We
−ηcm
(4.1)
and
dΣz
dxdQ2dqT
=
1
q2T
d〈ET 〉
dxdQ2dηcm
. (4.2)
The derived data for dΣz/(dxdQ
2dq2T ) an be ompared with the resummed z-ow
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(3.123), whih is alulated as
dΣz
dxdQ2dq2T
=
π
SeA
σ0Fl
(
1 + cosh2 ψ
) ∫ d2b
(2π)2
ei~qT ·
~bW˜z(b, Q, x) + Yz, (4.3)
where
W˜z(b, Q, x) =
∑
j
e2jCoutz e−Sz(b,Q,x) (Cinja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, b∗, µ). (4.4)
The Sudakov fator Sz in Eq. (4.4) is
Sz(b, Q, x) = S
P (b∗, Q, x) + S
NP
z (b, Q, x),
where the perturbative part SP is given by Eq. (3.93), and a realisti parametriza-
tion of the nonperturbative part SNPz (b, Q, x) an be obtained by omparison with
experimental data at low and intermediate values of Q, espeially with the measured
pseudorapidity distributions at Q ≈ 3 − 20 GeV. At high Q, we expet the data to
be dominated by the perturbatively alulable parton radiation and be less sensitive
to the nonperturbative eets inorporated in SNPz (b, Q, x). Aording to the renor-
malization group invariane argument, SNPz inludes a part that is proportional to
lnQ:
SNPz (b, Q, x) = g
(1)(b, x) + g(2)(b, x) log
Q
Q0
, (4.5)
where the parameter Q0 ≈ 1 GeV−1 prevents lnQ/Q0 from being negative in the
region of validity of PQCD. In the following analysis, I use two parametrizations of
SNPz (b, Q, x), whih I will all parametrizations 1 and 2.
• Parametrization 1 was proposed in our paper [35℄ with D. Stump and
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C.-P. Yuan based on the analysis of the data in Ref. [64℄:
SNPz (b, Q, x) = b
2
{
g(1)(x) +
1
2
(
g(2)(b, Q)
∣∣
DY
+ g(2)
∣∣
e+e−
(b, Q)
)}
, (4.6)
where g(2)(b, Q)
∣∣
DY
and g(2)(b, Q)
∣∣
e+e−
are Q-dependent terms in the nonper-
turbative Sudakov fators in Drell-Yan proess and e+e− hadroprodution. The
parametrization of the funtion g(2)(b, Q) in Eq. (4.6) is suggested by the ross-
ing symmetry between SIDIS, the Drell-Yan proess and e+e− hadroprodution.
Due to this symmetry, the funtions g(2)(b, Q) in these proesses may be related
as [33℄
g(2)(b, Q)
∣∣
SIDIS
=
1
2
(
g(2)(b, Q)
∣∣
DY
+ g(2)(b, Q)
∣∣
e+e−
)
. (4.7)
If the relationship (4.7) is true, then the funtion g(2)(b, Q) in SIDIS is om-
pletely known one parametrizations for the funtions g(2)(b, Q) in the Drell-Yan
and g(2)(b, Q) in e+e− hadroprodution proesses are available. In pratie, the
only known parametrization of the nonperturbative Sudakov fator in the e+e−
hadroprodution was obtained in Ref. [19℄ by tting the resummation formula
to the data at Q = 27 GeV. Most of the 〈ET 〉 data from HERA orrespond to
signiantly smaller values of Q, where the usage of the parametrization [19℄ is
questionable. In addition, the known parametrizations of the nonperturbative
Sudakov fators for the Drell-Yan [22, 2427℄ and e+e− hadroprodution [19℄
proesses orrespond to slightly dierent sale hoies:
C1 = b0, C2 = 1 (4.8)
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and
C1 = b0, C2 = e
−3/4, (4.9)
respetively. Therefore, the known funtions g(2)
∣∣
DY
(b) and g(2)
∣∣
e+e−
(b) are
not 100% ompatible and in priniple should not be ombined to obtain g(2)(b)
for SIDIS. In the numerial alulation, I have used the funtions g(2)(b)
∣∣
DY
from [22℄ and g(2)(b)
∣∣
e+e−
from [17℄, despite the fat that g(2)(b)
∣∣
DY
was tted
to Drell-Yan data using a dierent C2 value than in g
(2)(b)
∣∣
e+e−
. Expliitly, the
Q-dependent part g(2)(b, Q) in Eq. (4.6) is
g(2)(b, Q) =
1
2
b2
(
0.48 log(
Q
2Q0
) + 5.32CF log
( b
b∗
)
log
( C2Q
C1Q0
))
. (4.10)
In Eq. (4.10), the onstants are C1 = 2e
−γE , C2 = e
−3/4, Q0 = 1 GeV. The
variable b∗ is given by Eq. (3.111), with bmax = 0.5 GeV
−1
.
The funtional form of g(1)(b, x) in terms of b and x was parametrized as
g(1)(b, x) = (−4.58 + 0.58√
x
)b2, (4.11)
where the numerial oeients were determined by tting the experimental
data. These data over a limited region of x and Q2 (10 ≤ Q2 ≤ 50 GeV2,
3.7 · 10−4 ≤ x ≤ 4.9 · 10−3 ), so that the parametrization 1 should not be
used away from this region. Also, the dependene of SNPz (b, Q, x) on Q an-
not be determined reliably using exlusively the data from Ref. [64℄, sine all
pseudorapidity distributions in this publiation are presented in a small range
of Q ≈ 2 − 6 GeV. This irumstane motivated us to model the Q-dependent
terms in the parametrization 1 by using the rossing relationship (4.7) instead
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of trying to nd these terms from the omparison with the data.
• Parametrization 2 overomes several shortomings of the parametrization 1.
The parametrization 2 was proposed in [36℄, where the analysis of Ref. [35℄ was
repeated using the latest and more omprehensive data on the transverse energy
ow [65℄. From our analysis, we found that the data from Refs. [64, 65℄ are on-
sistent with the following representative parametrization of the nonperturbative
Sudakov fator:
SNPz (b, Q, x) = b
2
(
0.013
(1− x)3
x
+ 0.19 ln
Q
Q0
+ C
)
, (4.12)
where the parameter Q0 is xed to be 2 GeV to prevent lnQ/Q0 from being
negative in the region of validity of PQCD, and where we set C = 0 for reasons
explained later.
The H1 Collaboration presented pseudorapidity distributions of the transverse
energy ow for Q2 up to 2200 GeV2. However, the data at suh high Q2 is
rather insensitive to the nonperturbative dynamis beause of the poor resolu-
tion of the H1 detetor in the region of large Q2 and ηcm. Thus the H1 data at
very high Q2 is not informative about the Q2-dependene of SNPz (b, Q, x) either.
Fortunately, the H1 Collaboration presented distributions in two bins at inter-
mediate values of 〈Q2〉, namely 〈Q2〉 = 59.4 GeV2 and 〈Q2〉 = 70.2 GeV2. To-
gether with the data from Refs. [64, 65℄ at lower values of Q, these distributions
provide the rst diret tests of the Q2-dependene of SNPz (b, Q, x). Therefore
the parametrization 2 of SNPz (b, Q, x) inludes a numerial value for the oef-
ient of lnQ/Q0, whih yields reasonable agreement with all of the analyzed
data. The resulting value for this oeient diers notieably from its model
expression in the parametrization 1. However, we should not draw too strong a
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onlusion from this dierene, beause it might be aused by ambiguities in the
separation of Q2 dependene and x dependene in the existing data. To draw a
strong onlusion about the rossing symmetry model, experimental pseudora-
pidity distributions in a larger range of x at intermediate values of Q2, as well
as improvements in the knowledge of the nonperturbative Sudakov fator in the
e+e−-hadroprodution will be needed.
4.1.2 Comparison with the data
The numerial results below were obtained using the parameters of the HERA eletron-
proton ollider. The energies of the proton and eletron beams are taken to be
equal to 820 and 27.5 GeV, respetively. All alulations were performed using
CTEQ5M1 parton distribution funtions [90℄ and the parametrization 2 of the non-
perturbative Sudakov funtion SNPz (Eq. (4.12)), unless stated otherwise. The theo-
retial results in Figs. 4.3-4.5 were obtained using the kinematial orretion to the
asymptoti and resummed ross-setions at non-zero qT , whih was disussed in Sub-
setion 3.6.2. The fatorization and renormalization sales of the perturbative and
asymptoti piees are all set equal to µ = Q. The resummed piee was alulated
using C1 = b0, C2 = 1, µ = b0/b, where b0 ≡ 2e−γE .
In Fig. 4.3, I present the omparison of the existing data from [64℄ in one of the
bins of x and Q2 (〈x〉 = 0.0049, 〈Q2〉 = 32.6 GeV2) with the NLO perturbative and
resummed z-ows. Figure 4.3 demonstrates two important aspets of the NLO qT
distribution (dashed urve): namely, the NLO z-ow exeeds the data at small qT and
is below the data at qT ≥ Q. In fat, the deit of the NLO predition in omparison
with the data at medium and large qT (qT ≥ 5 GeV) is present in the entire region
of x and Q2 that was studied.
As I disussed in Setion 3.6, one an trust the resummed alulation only for
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reasonably small values of qT /Q. For large values of qT , the xed-order perturbative
result is more reliable. This means that the NLO resummation formalism will not
give an aurate desription of the data for qT ≫ Q due to the small magnitude of
the NLO perturbative z-ow in this region.
Figure 4.3: Comparison of the NLO perturbative and resummed expressions for the
z-ow distribution with the existing experimental data from HERA [64℄. The data
is for 〈x〉 = 0.0049, 〈Q2〉 = 32.6 GeV2. The resummed urve is alulated using the
parametrization 1 of SNPz . CTEQ4M PDFs [91℄ were used.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the resummed z-ow (solid urve) in the urrent region of
the hCM frame with the data in the low-Q2 bins from Refs. [65℄ (lled irles) and [64℄
(empty irles). For the bin with 〈Q2〉 = 33.2 GeV2 and 〈x〉 = 0.0047, the xed-order
O(αS) ontribution for the fatorization sale µ = Q is shown as the dashed urve.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the resummed z-ow in the urrent region of the hCM
frame with the data in the high-Q2 bins from Ref. [65℄. For the bin with 〈Q2〉 =
617 GeV2 and 〈x〉 = 0.026, the O(αS) ontribution for µF = Q is shown as a dashed
urve.
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The exess of the data over the NLO alulation at large qT (f. Figs. 4.3-4.5) an
be interpreted as a signature of other intensive hadroprodution mehanisms at hCM
pseudorapidities ηcm ≤ 2. A disussion of the ross-setions in this pseudorapidity
region is beyond the sope of this thesis. There exist several possible explanations
of the data in this region, for instane, the enhanement of the ross-setion due to
BFKL showering [56℄ or resolved photon ontributions [68, 71℄. It is lear, however,
that better agreement between the data and the theory, in a wider range of ηcm, will be
ahieved when next-to-next-to-leading order ontributions, like the ones ontributing
to (2+1) jet prodution [69℄, are taken into aount.
On the other hand, Figs. 4.3-4.5 illustrate that the resummed z-ow is in better
agreement with the data, over a wide range of qT/Q, but also lies below the data
if qT /Q signiantly exeeds unity. The better onsisteny between the resummed
z-ow and the data suggests that the resummed z-ow should be used up to values of
qT/Q ∼ 1 − 4, i.e., without swithing to the xed-order expression. This proedure
was followed in the derivation of our numerial results.
Let us disuss the features of the data presented in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. First, the data
in the low-Q2 bins is signiantly inuened by nonperturbative eets and therefore
is sensitive to the details of the parametrization of SNPz (b, Q, x). This feature an be
seen from the abundane of data points around the maximum of the qT -distribution,
where the shape is mainly determined by SNPz (b, Q, x). Also, the low-Q
2
data from
HERA is haraterized by small values of x, between 10−4 and 10−2. For the theory
to be onsistent with the data from Ref. [64℄ in this range of x, the nonperturbative
Sudakov fator must inrease rapidly as x→ 0, at least as 1/√x. Suh x-dependene
is implemented in the parametrization 1 of SNPz . In our newer analysis, we found that
growth of SNPz (b, Q, x) as 1/x at small x is in better agreement with the more reent
data from [65℄.
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Seond, the data in the high-Q2 bins of Fig. 4.5 shows a behavior that is qualita-
tively dierent from Fig. 4.4. In the region overed by the experimental data points,
the qT distribution is a monotonially dereasing funtion of qT , whih shows good
agreement with the resummed z-ow over a signiant range† of qT . In the region
qT < 10 GeV, i.e., where the maximum of the qT distribution is loated and where
nonperturbative eets are important, the experimental qT -bins are too large to pro-
vide any information about the shape of dΣz/dqT . Thus, as mentioned earlier, the
published high-Q2 z-ow data from Ref. [65℄ is not sensitive to the dynamis desribed
by the nonperturbative Sudakov fator SNPz (b, Q, x).
A third omment is that most of the high-Q2 data points in Fig. 4.5 orrespond to
〈x〉 > 10−2. If the resolution of the H1 measurements at high Q2 were better in the
small-qT region, then the high-Q
2
data would also reveal the behavior of SNPz (b, Q, x)
at large x. But, as mentioned before, the published data in the high-Q2 bins are not
very sensitive to the shape of the z-ow at small qT . Therefore it is not possible to
impose any onstraints on SNPz (b, Q, x) at large values of x, exept that it should be
positive, SNPz (b, Q, x) > 0. For this reason we have hosen the x-dependent part of
SNPz (b, Q, x) in the parametrization 2 suh that S
NP
z (b, Q, x) grows approximately as
1/x as x → 0 and is positive for all x. For the same reason, we hose C = 0 in the
parametrization 2. Although the most general parametrization of SNPz (b, Q, x) an
have C 6= 0, the urrent data annot distinguish between the parametrization 2 with
C = 0 and C 6= 0, as long as the value of C is not very large.
Finally, Fig. 4.6 shows the results of our alulation presented as the hCM pseudo-
rapidity distributions of the transverse energy ow 〈ET 〉. This quantity is obtained by
the transformation (3.119). The small-qT region, where the resummation formalism
†
I point out one again that both the O(αS) and resummed z-ow lie below the data at very
large qT , in all bins of x and Q
2
in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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is valid, orresponds to large pseudorapidities. In this region, the agreement between
our alulation and the data is good. At smaller pseudorapidities (larger qT ), one
sees the above-mentioned exess of the data over the perturbative NLO alulation.
In the 〈ET 〉 vs. ηcm plot, this exess is magnied beause of the fator q2T in the
transformation (4.2).
4.1.3 How trustworthy is the resummed z-ow at large qT?
As noted earlier, the O(αS) xed-order z-ow is muh larger than the data in the
region qT/Q≪ 1 and smaller than the data in the region qT/Q & 1. In the small-qT
region, the resummed z-ow is, by its onstrution, more reliable than the xed-order
result. In the large-qT region, the resummed z-ow, with the kinematial orre-
tion (3.141) inluded, is also in better agreement with the data than the xed-order
alulation. But theoretially, the resummed z-ow at large qT/Q is not absolutely
trustworthy, beause it does not inlude those parts of the xed-order z-ow that are
subleading in the limit qT → 0, but whih might be important at large qT . If the
NLO result were in a good agreement with the data at large qT , it would be justied
to onsider it a more reliable predition in this region. But sine the O(αS) ontribu-
tion is systematially smaller than the data, higher-order orretions are presumably
neessary in order to desribe the region qT & Q reliably.
A systemati approah for improving the theoretial desription of the large-qT
region would require inlusion of the omplete O(α2S) terms in both the xed-order
and resummed z-ows. But beause suh a alulation is not available, it might be
beneial to use the resummed z-ow as a better theoretial predition both in the
region qT/Q ≪ 1, where appliation of the resummation formalism is fully justied,
and for qT up to several units of Q, where the resummed z-ow agrees with the data
better than the xed-order one. Then the use of the resummed qT -distributions of
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the z-ow will provide more reliable preditions for other observables relevant to the
SIDIS proess.
As an example, resummation an improve the reliability of the theoretial predi-
tion for the azimuthal asymmetry of the z-ow. The b-spae resummation formalism
aets only the oeient
1VzA of the angular funtion A1(ψ, ϕ). This oeient
is the one that dominates the ϕ-integrated z-ow in the small-qT region, where the
energy ow is the most intense. On the other hand, the main goal of the mea-
surement of angular asymmetries is to study struture funtions other than
1VzA,
e.g., those orresponding to the angular funtions A3(ψ, ϕ) = − cosϕ sinh 2ψ and
A4(ψ, ϕ) = cos 2ϕ sinh
2 ψ. By using a better approximation for the oeient 1VzA,
it is possible to measure the oeients
3,4VzA more reliably. Conversely, by knowing
that the all-order resummation eets are important in the region of small qT and by
onentrating on the region where qT is of the order Q or larger, one may nd angular
asymmetries that are well approximated in the lowest orders of PQCD. The impat
of resummation on the angular asymmetries is disussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.6: The hCM pseudorapidity distributions of the transverse energy ow in
the urrent fragmentation region. The data are from [64℄. CTEQ4M PDFs and the
parametrization 1 of SNPz were used.
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4.2 Normalized distributions of harged partile pro-
dution
Let us now turn to the disussion of partile multipliities. Although the resummation
formalism, as outlined in Chapter 3, an desribe the ross setion for any massless
nal-state partile (provided that the fragmentation funtions for this partile are
known), in this Setion I will onentrate on distributions of the harged partile
multipliity, dened as
1
σtot
dσ(A+ e→ h± + e+X)
dΘ
. (4.13)
Here Θ is some kinematial variable, suh as the variable q2T in Eq. (3.6), the transverse
momentum pT of the nal-state harged partile in the hCM frame, or the Feynman
variable xF ,
xF ≡
2pzB,cm
W
= z
(
1− q
2
T
W 2
)
. (4.14)
Our alulation assumes that the harged partiles registered in the detetor are
mostly harged pions, kaons and protons. Therefore the ross setion for harged
partile prodution an be alulated using (3.60) with the replaement of the frag-
mentation funtions DB/b(ξb, µ) by
Dh±/b(ξb, µ) ≡
∑
B=π±,K±,p,p¯
DB/b(ξb, µ). (4.15)
The fragmentation funtions DB/b(ξb, µ) are known reasonably well only for ξb &
0.05−0.1 [8789℄. Thus, the formalism presented here is appliable to the prodution
of harged partiles with suiently large energies, i.e., for z & 0.05.
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Certain experimental distributions are readily available from the literature [59, 60,
62, 63℄, suh as dσ/dpT , dσ/dxF , as well as distributions for the average transverse
momentum 〈p2T 〉. However, the experimental qT distributions must urrently be
derived from pseudorapidity distributions by using Eq. (3.25). Although the distri-
butions dσ/dpT and 〈p2T 〉 are quite sensitive to resummation eets, they annot be
interpreted as easily as the distributions dσ/dqT , primarily beause the distributions
dσ/dpT and 〈p2T 〉 mix resummation eets at small values of qT with perturbative
ontributions from the region qT/Q & 1. The most straightforward way to study the
eets of multiple parton radiation would be to onsider the qT (or pseudorapidity)
distributions that satisfy the additional requirement z > 0.05 − 0.1 and that are or-
ganized in small bins of Q2 and x. Unfortunately, suh distributions have not been
published yet. Although Ref. [59℄ presents distributions dσ(p+e→ h±+e+X)/dηcm
for some values of x and Q2, these distributions are integrated over the full range of
z. Therefore, they are sensitive to the unertainties in fragmentation funtions, mass
eets,
‡
and ontributions from dirative sattering.
Beause the experimental qT distributions are unavailable, we have deided to
undertake a simpler analysis than the one presented for the energy ow. Our goal
here is to understand how the multiple parton radiation ould aet various aspets
‡
Our alulation assumes that all partiipating partiles, inluding the nal-state hadrons, are
massless. Beause of this assumption, the prodution of nal-state hadrons with z = 0 is allowed.
However, in realisti SIDIS experiments there is a non-zero minimal value of z determined by the
nite mass of the observed hadron. It follows from the denition (3.5) of z and Eqs. (3.20, 3.21) for
the initial and nal hadron momenta in the γ∗p .m. frame, that
z =
p+B,cm
W
≥ mB
W
, (4.16)
where
p+B,cm = EB,cm + p
z
B,cm.
Aording to Eq. (4.16), the mass of the nal-state hadron should be inluded if z ∼ mB/W ∼
ΛQCD/W . Hene, our massless alulation is not suited for the analysis of the distributions dσ(A+
e→ h± + e+X)/dηcm from [59℄, whih are sensitive to suh small values of z.
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of harged partile prodution. For this purpose we foused our attention on data
from the ZEUS Collaboration [60℄, whih presents the harged partile multipliity
in a phase-spae region haraterized by the mean values 〈W 〉 = 120 GeV, 〈Q2〉 =
28 GeV2, and the additional onstraint z > 0.05. These values of 〈W 〉 and 〈Q2〉
translate into an average value of x = 1.94×10−3. A simple model for nonperturbative
eets at small qT will demonstrate that resummation desribes qualitative features
of this set of experimental data better than the xed-order alulation.
In all of the ases presented, the strategy is to ompare the resummed multipliity
to that from the next-to-leading order alulation. In the numerial analysis, the
multipliity was alulated using the CTEQ5M1 PDFs [90℄ and the FFs from [88℄. For
the resummed multipliity, the anonial ombination C1 = b0, C2 = 1, µ = b0/b
was used. The NLO ross setion was alulated aording to Eq. (3.85), for the
fatorization sale µ = Q. As explained in detail in Setion 3.4.1, the integration
of the NLO term over qT is done separately over the regions 0 ≤ qT ≤ qST and
qT > q
S
T , where q
S
T is a partiular type of a phase spae sliing parameter. The
nal results should not depend on the exat value of qST provided that it is hosen in
the region where the O(αS) part of the next-to-leading-logarithmi expansion (3.73)
approximates well the exat NLO ross setion. In pratial alulations, qST annot
be hosen to be too small, beause the numerial alulation beomes unstable due
to large anellations between the integrals over the regions 0 ≤ qT ≤ qST and qT ≥
qST . The NLO predition for the integrated harged partile multipliity σchgd/σtot
at 〈W 〉 = 120 GeV, 〈Q2〉 = 28 GeV2 is pratially independent of qST in the region
1 . qST . 2.5 GeV (f. Figure 4.7). The NLO distributions shown in the subsequent
Figures were alulated for qST = 1.2 GeV, whih lies within the range of stability of
σchgd/σtot. As in the ase of the z-ow, the resummed harged partile multipliity
may suer from mathing ambiguities at qT /Q ∼ 1.
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Figure 4.7: The dependene of the O(αS) predition for the total harged partile
multipliity on the value of the separation sale qST . The alulation is done for
〈W 〉 = 120 GeV, 〈Q2〉 = 28 GeV2.
In Setion 4.1, we found that the resummed z-ow is in better agreement with the
experimental distributions than the NLO z-ow, for the whole range qT /Q . 2 − 4.
That result suggests that it might be preferable to use the resummed z-ow in the
whole range qT/Q . 2−4 as a better theoretial predition, until theO(α2S) predition
for the z-ow in the region qT/Q & 1 beomes available. In the ase of the harged
partile multipliity, the resummed ross setion, whih is alulated aording to the
formula
dσBA
dxdzdQ2dq2T
=
σ0Fl
πSeA
∫
d2b
(2π)2
ei~qT ·
~bW˜BA(b, x, z, Q) + YBA, (4.17)
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Figure 4.8: The distributions (a) 〈p2T 〉 vs. xF and (b) 〈q2T 〉 vs. xF for the harged
partile multipliity at 〈W 〉 = 120 GeV, 〈Q2〉 = 28 GeV2. The experimental points
for the distribution 〈p2T 〉 vs. xF are from Fig. 3 of Ref. [60℄. The experimental points
for the distribution 〈q2T 〉 vs. xF are derived using Eq. (4.19). The solid and dashed
urves orrespond to the resummed and NLO (µ = Q) multipliity, respetively.
overestimates the experimentally measured rate for the prodution of harged parti-
les with pT > 2 GeV. This disrepany indiates that the resummed ross setion in
the region qT/Q & 1 is too high, so that swithing to the perturbative ross setion
in this region is in fat required. Therefore, we have hosen to use the resummed
ross setion for qT ≤ 5 GeV and swith to the next-to-leading order ross setion for
qT ≥ 5 GeV.
As in the ase of the z-ow, the shape of the qT distribution for the harged partile
multipliity at small values of qT depends strongly on the unknown nonperturbative
Sudakov fator SNP (b, Q, x, z). For the purposes of this study, we introdued a pre-
liminary representative parametrization of the nonperturbative Sudakov fator for
the xed values of x = 1.94 × 10−3 and Q2 = 28 GeV2, i.e., the values that oinide
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with the average values of x and Q2 in [60℄. This z-dependent parametrization is
SNP
(
b, Q2 = 28 GeV2, x = 1.94× 10−3, z) = b2(0.18 + 0.8(1− z)3
z1.4
)
. (4.18)
Sine the ZEUS Collaboration did not publish pseudorapidity distributions for the
harged partile multipliity (1/σtot)dσ/dηcm in bins of varying z, we had to dedue
information about the z-dependene of SNP from the less diret distribution of 〈p2T 〉
vs. xF presented in Fig. 3 of [60℄. This distribution, known as a seagull for its har-
ateristi shape (Fig. 4.8a), an be onverted into the more illustrative distribution of
〈q2T 〉 vs. xF (Fig. 4.8b). Sine the major portion of the registered events omes from
the region q2T/W
2 ≪ 1, or xF ≈ z, a rst estimate of the experimental data points
for the distribution of 〈q2T 〉 vs. xF an be obtained by assuming that
〈q2T 〉 ≈
〈p2T 〉
〈z〉2 ≈
〈p2T 〉
〈xF 〉2 , (4.19)
where 〈xF 〉 denotes entral values of xF in eah bin in Fig. 4.8a.§ We refer to the
resulting values as derived data.
Note that the shapes of 〈p2T 〉 vs. xF and 〈q2T 〉 vs. xF are quite dierent. The
transformation from Fig. 4.8a to Fig. 4.8b shows immediately that the wing-like shape
of the distribution of 〈p2T 〉 vs. xF should be attributed to a purely kinematial eet,
namely an extra fator 1/z2 whih is absent in the distribution of 〈q2T 〉 vs. xF . One
this extra fator is removed, we see from Fig. 4.8b that 〈q2T 〉 inreases monotonially
and rapidly as z approahes zero. In other words, the qT distribution broadens rapidly
when z dereases. This behavior is approximately realized by the simple z-dependent
nonperturbative Sudakov fator SNP (b, Q, x, z) given in Eq. (4.18).
§
In priniple, a more aurate experimental distribution 〈q2T 〉 vs. xF an be determined by its
diret measurement.
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Figure 4.9: The dependene of the harged partile multipliity on the transverse
momentum pT of the observed partiles in the hCM frame. The data points are from
[60℄. The solid and dashed urves orrespond to the resummed and NLO multiplii-
ties, respetively.
The parametrization of SNP (b, Q, x, z) was hosen to maximize the agreement be-
tween the resummed distribution of 〈q2T 〉 vs. xF and the derived data (f. Fig. 4.8b).
Figure 4.8b shows that the resummed alulation is in better agreement with the data
points than the NLO expression. We have found it diult to reprodue the rapid
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growth of 〈q2T 〉 as xF → 0 in either approah. In the future, it will be interesting to
see how a more preise theoretial study will be able to explain adequately this rapid
growth of 〈q2T 〉 in the region xF → 0, assuming that the atual experimental data for
the 〈q2T 〉 vs. xF distribution resemble the derived data disussed above.
The resummation also signiantly aets the pT dependene of the harged par-
tile multipliity. In Fig. 4.9 we present the distribution (1/σtot)dσ/dpT . We see
that resummation eets must be inluded to desribe the shape of this distribution
at pT ≤ 1 GeV. Furthermore, resummation also improves the agreement between
the theory and the experiment in the whole range of pT . Through Eq. (3.24), the
improved desription of the qT distribution in the small-qT region translates into a
better agreement with the pT distribution in the whole range of pT . Just as in the
ase of the z-ow, the xed-order alulation gives a rate that is too small ompared
to the data, whih implies that higher-order orretions are important. Until the
omplete O(α2S) orretions are available, the resummation formalism, whih already
aounts for the most important ontributions in the region of the phase spae with
the highest rate (i.e., at small qT ), serves as a better theoretial predition in the
whole range of pT .
Finally, Fig. 4.10 shows the xF -distribution for the harged partile multipliity
(1/σtot)dσ/dxF . We see that both the resummed and xed-order distributions are
in reasonable agreement with the data and with earlier published theoretial results
for the O(αS) xF -distributions [66℄. For the xed-order multipliity, we present two
additional urves orresponding to dierent hoies of the fatorization sale µ in
(3.60); the lower and upper dotted urves orrespond to µ = 0.5Q and 2Q, respe-
tively. Note that the sale dependene of the NLO multipliity inreases when z → 0.
Also note that the resummed multipliity is signiantly lower than the data in the
two lowest bins of xF (〈xF 〉 = 0.075 and 0.125), but onsistent with the NLO mul-
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tipliity within the unertainty due to the sale dependene. Suh behavior of the
resummed multipliity results from the dependene of the O(αS) oeient funtions
Cout(1)ba (ẑ, C1, C2, b∗, µ) on the additional term ln ẑ whih was given in Eqs. (3.108) and
(3.109) and disussed at the end of Subsetion 3.4.2. This negative logarithm domi-
nates the Cout(1)-funtions at very small values of ẑ. Similarly, the integral (3.79) of
the NLO ross setion over the lowest bin 0 ≤ q2T ≤ (qST )2 depends on ln ẑ through
the terms
−αS
2π
ln
µ2F
(ẑ qST )
2
(
δ(1− ẑ)δbjPja(x̂) + Pbj(ẑ)δ(1− x̂)δja
)
,
as given in (3.81). Numerially, this dependene is less pronouned than in the re-
summed ross setion. For z . 0.1, the growing sale dependene of the multipliity
in the O(αS) alulation indiates that unaounted higher-order eets beome im-
portant and are needed to improve the theory preditions. For example, inluding
the O(α2S) oeient C(2)ba in the resummed alulation will be neessary to improve
the desription of the harged partile multipliity in the small-z region.
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Figure 4.10: The dependene of the harged partile multipliity on the Feynman
variable xF in the hCM frame. The solid urve orresponds to the resummed mul-
tipliity. The dashed, lower dotted and upper dotted urves orrespond to the NLO
multipliity alulated for µ = Q, 0.5Q and 2Q, respetively.
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4.3 Disussion and onlusions
The results in this Chapter demonstrate that multiple radiation of soft and ollinear
partons inuene a large lass of observables and an be desribed with the help of
the CSS resummation formalism [32, 33℄. Multiple parton radiation aets hadropro-
dution in the urrent region of deep-inelasti sattering, i.e., for large pseudorapidity
of the nal-state hadrons in the photon-proton .m. frame.
Although the resummation formalism needs further development, in partiular in
the proedure for mathing the resummed urve to the perturbative result in the
transition region, it already improves the agreement between the theory and the data
and provides interesting insights about qualitative features of SIDIS. The formalism
desribes well the behavior of the transverse energy ows measured at HERA [64, 65℄
in the region of large hCM pseudorapidity ηcm ≥ 3.0. At smaller pseudorapidities
the NLO rate falls below the existing data. Evidently, this is a signature of the
importane of the NNLO orretions, whih were not studied in this paper. The
resummation formalism desribes the pseudorapidity distributions of the transverse
energy ow more aurately than the NLO alulation; this formalism also has good
potential to improve the desription of various distributions of partile multipliity.
The presented analysis shows that the experimentally measured qT distributions
for the energy ow broaden rapidly as x → 0. This rapid broadening of the qT dis-
tributions an be realized if the nonperturbative Sudakov fator in the resummed
energy ow inreases as 1/x. Similarly, the qT distribution for the harged partile
multipliity broadens rapidly when z → 0, whih is onsistent with the nonperturba-
tive Sudakov fator inreasing as z−1.4. The SIDIS nonperturbative Sudakov fators
at small values of x and z are therefore qualitatively dierent from the known non-
perturbative Sudakov fators for vetor boson prodution and e+e− hadroprodution,
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whih do not depend on the longitudinal variables at all. The rapid growth of the
nonperturbative Sudakov fator in SIDIS might indiate that the ep ollider HERA
tests the resummation formalism in a new dynamial regime, whih was not yet stud-
ied at olliders of other types. In partiular, the CSS formula adopted here assumes
the usual DGLAP physis for the evolution of initial and nal state partons [47℄, in
whih the radiation of unobserved ollinear partons is kT -ordered. The broadening
of the qT distributions may be a result of the inreasing importane of kT -unordered
radiation in the limit x→ 0. The growth of the nonperturbative Sudakov fator SNP
as x dereases may be aused by the inrease of the intrinsi transverse momentum
of the probed partons due to suh radiation.
There are several theoretial aspets of the resummation formalism that an be
laried when more experimental data are published. Perhaps the largest unertainty
in the preditions of the resummation formalism omes from the unknown nonpertur-
bative ontributions, whih in the b-spae formalism are inluded in the nonpertur-
bative Sudakov fator SNP (b). I have presented simple parametrizations of SNP (b)
for the transverse energy ow (f. Eqs. (4.6,4.12)) and harged partile multipliity
(f. Eq. (4.18)). These parametrizations were found by tting the resummed energy
ow and harged partile multipliity to the data from Refs. [64, 65℄ and Ref. [60℄,
respetively. Experimental measurements outside the range of those data will make
it possible to further improve these parametrizations and, hene, the auray of the
resummation formalism.
The most straightforward way to study SNP (b) is by measuring the variation of
the qT spetra of physial quantities due to variations of one kinematial variable,
with other variables xed or varying only in a small range. For the energy ow, it
would be beneial to obtain more data at x > 10−2, where the preditions of the
resummation formalism an be tested more reliably, without potential unertainties
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due to the small-x physis. Another interesting question is the dependene of the
nonperturbative Sudakov fator on the virtuality Q of the vetor boson. This de-
pendene an be tested by studying the qT spetra in a range of Q with suient
experimental resolution in the urrent fragmentation region. Finally, to study eets
of multiple parton radiation on semi-inlusive prodution of individual hadrons, it
will be interesting to see the qT spetra for partile prodution multipliities with
the additional onstraint z > 0.05 ∼ 0.1, i.e., in the kinematial region where the
parametrizations of the fragmentation funtions are known reasonably well.
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Chapter 5
Azimuthal asymmetries of SIDIS
observables
In a reent publiation [61℄ the ZEUS Collaboration at DESY-HERA has presented
data on asymmetries of harged partile (h±) prodution in the proess e + p
γ∗−→
e + h± + X , with respet to the angle ϕ dened as the angle between the lepton
sattering plane and the hadron prodution plane (of h± and the exhanged virtual
photon). This angle is shown in Figure 3.3. The azimuthal asymmetries, 〈cosϕ〉 and
〈cos 2ϕ〉, as funtions of the minimal transverse momentum pc of the observed harged
hadron h± in the hadron-photon enter-of-mass (hCM) frame, are dened as
〈cosnϕ〉(pc) =
∫
dΦ
∫ 2π
0
dϕ cosnϕ dσ
dxdzdQ2dpT dϕ∫
dΦ
∫ 2π
0
dϕ dσ
dxdzdQ2dpT dϕ
, (5.1)
with n = 1, 2. In terms of the momenta of the initial proton pµA, the nal-state
hadron pµB, and the exhanged photon q
µ
, the variables in (5.1) are Q2 = −qµqµ,
x = Q2/2(pA ·q), and z = (pA ·pB)/(pA ·q).
∫
dΦ denotes the integral over x, z, Q2, pT
within the region dened by 0.01 < x < 0.1, 180 GeV2 < Q2 < 7220 GeV2, 0.2 <
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z < 1, and pT > pc. Nonzero 〈cos 2ϕ〉 omes from interferene of the heliity +1 and
−1 amplitudes of the transverse photon polarization; and nonzero 〈cosϕ〉 omes from
interferene of transverse and longitudinal photon polarization.
More than 20 years ago it was proposed to test QCD by omparing measured
azimuthal asymmetries to the perturbative preditions [92℄. However, it was also
realized that nonperturbative ontributions and higher-twist eets may aet the
omparison [72, 9395℄. For example, intrinsi kT might be used to parametrize the
nonperturbative eets [93℄, and indeed ZEUS did apply this idea to their analysis
of the data. The relative importane of the nonperturbative eets is expeted to
derease as pT inreases. Thus, the azimuthal asymmetries in semi-inlusive deep-
inelasti sattering (SIDIS) events with large pT should be dominated by perturbative
dynamis.
By omparing their data to the PQCD alulation at the leading order in αS [96
98℄, the ZEUS Collaboration onluded that the magnitude of the measured asymme-
try 〈cosϕ〉 exeeds the theoretial predition for pc < 1 GeV, and 〈cos 2ϕ〉 is system-
atially above the theoretial predition for pc > 1.25 GeV. ZEUS also estimated the
possible nonperturbative ontribution, by introduing a transverse momentum kT of
the initial-state parton in the proton, and similarly of the nal-state hadron due to
nonperturbative fragmentation. It was found that this nonperturbative ontribution
is negligible for 〈cos 2ϕ〉. For 〈cosϕ〉, the nonperturbative ontribution an be sizable
(up to 20%), but it is not large enough to aount for the dierene between the data
and the O(αS) alulation at low pc. Hene, it was suggested that the disrepany in
〈cosϕ〉 may be aused by large higher-order orretions.
From the omparison to the PQCD alulation at the leading order in αS [96, 97℄,
the ZEUS Collaboration onluded that the data on the azimuthal asymmetries at
large values of pc, although not well desribed by the QCD preditions, do provide
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lear evidene for a PQCD ontribution to the azimuthal asymmetries. In this Chap-
ter, the ZEUS data is disussed in a framework of QCD resummation formalism
[17, 21, 32, 33, 3537℄ that takes into aount the eets of multiple soft parton emis-
sion. The disussion targets two objetives. First, it is shown that the analysis of
〈cosϕ〉 and 〈cos 2ϕ〉 based on xed-order QCD is unsatisfatory beause it ignores
large logarithmi orretions due to soft parton emission. In addition, perturbative
and nonperturbative ontributions are mixed in the transverse momentum distri-
butions, so that the presented data does not larify the dynamial mehanism that
generates the observed asymmetries. Seond, I make two suggestions for improvement
of the analysis of the ZEUS data. I show that perturbative and nonperturbative on-
tributions an be separated more learly in asymmetries depending on a variable qT
related to the pseudorapidity of the nal hadron in the hCM frame. I also suggest to
measure the asymmetries of the transverse energy ow that are simpler and may be
alulated reliably. I present numerial preditions for the asymmetries of transverse
energy ow. These preditions are the most important result in this Chapter.
5.1 Large logarithmi orretions and resummation
The resummation formalism applied here was disussed in Chapter 3. It desribes
prodution of nearly massless hadrons in the urrent fragmentation region, where the
prodution rate is the highest. In this region, transverse momentum distributions are
aeted by large logarithmi QCD orretions due to radiation of soft and ollinear
partons. The leading logarithmi ontributions an be summed through all orders of
PQCD [32, 33, 35, 36℄ by applying a method originally proposed for jet prodution in
e+e− annihilation [17℄ and vetor boson prodution at hadron-hadron olliders [21℄.
Aording to Eq. (3.62), the spin-averaged ross setion for SIDIS in a parity-
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onserving hannel, e.g., γ∗ exhange, an be deomposed into a sum of independent
ontributions from four basis funtions Aρ(ψ, ϕ) of the leptoni angular parameters
ψ, ϕ [34℄:
dσ
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
4∑
ρ=1
ρV (x, z, Q2, q2T )Aρ(ψ, ϕ).
Here ψ is the angle of a hyperboli rotation (a boost) in Minkowski spae; it is
related to the onventional DIS variable y, by y = Q2/xSeA = 2/(1 + coshψ). The
angular basis funtions are A1 = 1 + cosh
2 ψ, A2 = −2, A3 = − cosϕ sinh 2ψ, A4 =
cos 2ϕ sinh2 ψ. Of the four struture funtions ρV , only 1V and 2V ontribute to the
denominator of (5.1), i.e., the ϕ-integrated ross setion. Of these two terms, 1V is
more singular, and it dominates the rate. Aording to the disussion in Chapter 3,
the singular ontributions in
1V an be onveniently explored by introduing a sale
qT related to the polar angle (θB,cm) of the diretion of the nal hadron (B) in the
hCM frame:
qT = Q
√
1/x− 1 exp (−ηcm), (5.2)
where ηcm is the pseudorapidity of the harged hadron in the hCM frame. In the
limit qT → 0, the struture funtion 1V is dominated by large logarithmi terms; it
has the form q−2T
∑∞
k=1(αS/π)
k
∑2k−1
m=0 v
(km) lnm(q2T/Q
2), where v(km) are some gener-
alized funtions. To obtain a stable theoretial predition, these large terms must be
resummed through all orders of PQCD. The other struture funtions
2,3,4V are nite
at this order; they will be approximated by xed-order O(αS) expressions.
In Eq. (5.1), the numerator of 〈cosϕ〉 or 〈cos 2ϕ〉 depends only on the struture
funtion
3V or 4V , respetively. The measurement of 〈cosϕ〉 or 〈cos 2ϕ〉 must be
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ombined with good knowledge of the ϕ-integrated ross setion, i.e., the denominator
of (5.1), to provide experimental information on the struture funtion
3V or 4V .
Thus it is ruial to hek whether the theory an reprodue the ϕ-integrated ross
setion as a funtion of pT before omparing the predition for (5.1) to the data. But
Figure 4.9 shows that theO(αS) xed-order ross setion is signiantly lower than the
data from [60℄ in the range of pT relevant to the ZEUS measurements. This dierene
signals the importane of higher-order orretions and undermines the validity of the
O(αS) result as a reliable approximation for the numerator of Eq. (5.1).
On the other hand, the resummation alulation with a proper hoie of the non-
perturbative funtion yields a muh better agreement with the experimental data for
the pT -distribution from [60℄. One might try to improve the theoretial desription
of the ZEUS data using resummation for the denominator of Eq. (5.1). However, the
resummation alulation for dσ/(dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ) in the phase spae region relevant
to the ZEUS data is urrently not possible, largely beause of the unertainty in the
parametrization of the nonperturbative ontributions in this region. The impat pa-
rameter (b-spae) resummation formalism [32, 33℄ inludes a nonperturbative Sudakov
fator , whih ontains the eets of the intrinsi transverse momentum of the initial-
state parton and the nonperturbative fragmentation ontributions to the transverse
momentum of the nal-state hadron (f. Eq. (3.112)). Without rst determining this
nonperturbative fator, e.g., from other measurements, it is not possible to make a
trustworthy theoretial predition for the denominator of Eq. (5.1) and, hene, these
azimuthal asymmetries.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the O(αS) predition for the ratio 〈cosϕ〉/〈cos 2ϕ〉 with
the ratio of experimentally measured values of 〈cosϕ〉 and 〈cos 2ϕ〉 from [61℄. The
error bars are alulated by adding the statistial errors of 〈cosϕ〉 and 〈cos 2ϕ〉 in
quadrature. Systemati errors are not inluded. The theoretial urve is alulated
for 〈x〉 = 0.022, 〈Q2〉 = 750 GeV2, using the CTEQ5M1 parton distribution funtions
[90℄ and fragmentation funtions by S. Kretzer from [88℄.
The azimuthal asymmetries measured by ZEUS may also be sensitive to unertain-
ties in the fragmentation to h± in the nal state. Indeed, the ross setion in Eq. (5.1)
inludes onvolutions of hard sattering ross setions with fragmentation funtions
(FFs), integrated over the range 0.2 < z < 1. Although the knowledge of FFs is
steadily improving [8789℄, there is still some unertainty about their z-dependene
and avor struture for the range of Q relevant to the ZEUS measurement. Therefore
the most reliable tests of the theory would use observables that are not sensitive to
the nal-state fragmentation. The asymmetries 〈cosnϕ〉 would be insensitive to FFs
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if the dependene on the partoni variable ẑ were similar in the hard parts of the
numerator and denominator of Eq. (5.1), so that the dependene on the FFs would
approximately anel. It is shown in Appendix A that the partoni struture funtion
1V̂ , whih dominates the denominator of (5.1), ontains terms proportional to 1/ẑ2
that inrease rapidly as ẑ dereases. However, the most singular terms in the partoni
struture funtions
3,4V̂ are proportional to 1/ẑ. Therefore, the dependene on the
FFs does not anel in the azimuthal asymmetries.
A urious fat appears to support the suggestion that the theoretial preditions
for 〈cosnϕ〉 depend signiantly on the fragmentation funtions. While eah of the
measured asymmetries, 〈cosϕ〉 and 〈cos 2ϕ〉, deviates from the O(αS) predition, the
data atually agree well with the O(αS) predition for the ratio 〈cosϕ〉/〈cos 2ϕ〉, as
shown in Fig. 5.1. The error bars are the statistial errors on 〈cosϕ〉 and 〈cos 2ϕ〉
ombined in quadrature; this may overestimate the experimental unertainty if the
two errors are orrelated. Sine this ratio depends only on the numerators in Eq. (5.1),
whih are less singular with respet to ẑ than the denominator, the dependene on
the fragmentation funtions may be nearly aneled in the ratio. The good agreement
between the O(αS) predition and the experimental data for this ratio supports our
onjeture that the fragmentation dynamis has a signiant impat on the individual
asymmetries dened in Eq. (5.1).
The nal remark about the azimuthal asymmetries in Eq. (5.1) is that the pT (or
pc) distributions are not the best observables to separate the perturbative and non-
perturbative eets. The region where multiple parton radiation eets are important
is speied by the ondition q2T/Q
2 ≪ 1. But the pT distributions are smeared with
respet to the qT distributions by an additional fator of z, beause pT = z qT . Thus
the whole observable range of pT is sensitive to the resummation eets in the region
of qT of the order of several GeV. A better way to ompare the data to the PQCD
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predition is to express the azimuthal asymmetries as a funtion of qT , not pT . Then
the omparison should be made in the region where the multiple parton radiation is
unimportant, i.e., for qT/Q & 1.
5.2 Asymmetry of energy ow
Next, I desribe an alternative test of PQCD, whih is less sensitive to the above
theoretial unertainties: measurement of the azimuthal asymmetries of the trans-
verse energy ow. In the hCM frame, the transverse energy ow an be written as
[3336, 86℄
dET
dxdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
4∑
ρ=1
ρVET (x,Q
2, q2T )Aρ(ψ, ϕ). (5.3)
Unlike the harged partile multipliity, the energy ow does not depend on the
nal-state fragmentation. Aording to the results in Chapter 4, a resummation al-
ulation an provide a good desription for the experimental data on the ϕ-integrated
ET -ow. A new lass of azimuthal asymmetries may be dened as
〈ET cos nϕ〉(qT ) =
∫
dΦ
∫ 2π
0
cosnϕ dET
dxdQ2dq2
T
dϕ
dϕ∫
dΦ
∫ 2π
0
dET
dxdQ2dq2
T
dϕ
dϕ
. (5.4)
The struture funtions
ρVET for the ET -ow an be derived from the struture fun-
tions
ρV for the SIDIS ross setion using Eq. (3.122). Similar to the ase of the par-
tile multipliities, the asymmetries 〈ET cosϕ〉 and 〈ET cos 2ϕ〉 reeive ontributions
from
3VET and
4VET , respetively. But, unlike the previous ase, the denominator
in Eq. (5.4) is approximated well by the resummed ET -ow. Thus these asymmetries
an be alulated with greater ondene.
Figure 5.2 shows the predition for the azimuthal asymmetries 〈ET cosϕ〉 and
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〈ET cos 2ϕ〉 as funtions of qT for (a) x = 0.0047, Q2 = 33.2 GeV2 in the left plots
and (b) x = 0.026, Q2 = 617 GeV2 in the right plots. The asymmetries are shown
in qT -bins that are obtained from the experimental pseudorapidity bins for the ϕ-
integrated ET -ow data from Ref. [65℄. The upper x-axis shows values of the hCM
pseudorapidity ηcm that orrespond to the values of qT on the lower x-axis. For eah
of the distributions in Fig. 5.2, the struture funtions
3VET and
4VET were alulated
at leading order in QCD, i.e., O(αS). The solid and dashed urves, whih orrespond
to the resummed and O(αS) results respetively, dier beause the struture funtion
1VET in the denominator of (5.4) diers for the two alulations. The resummed
ϕ-integrated ET -ow is loser to the data than the xed-order result, so that the
preditions made by PQCD for the subleading struture funtions
3VET and
4VET
will be onrmed if the experimental azimuthal asymmetries agree with the resummed
distributions.
The disussion in Setion 4.1 shows that in the region qT ∼ Q the resummed
ϕ-integrated ET -ow is larger than the O(αS) predition. This explains why the
asymmetries for qT ∼ Q are smaller for the resummed denominator than for the
O(αS) denominator. In the region qT/Q ≪ 1, the asymmetries are determined by
the asymptoti behavior of the xed-order and resummed partoni struture funtions
ρV̂ET . As qT → 0, the O(αS) struture funtions ( 1V̂ET )O(αS ), 3V̂ET , and 4V̂ET behave
as 1/q2T , 1/qT and 1, respetively. Thus, asymptotially, the ratios
3,4V̂ET /(
1V̂ET )O(αS)
go to zero, although the qT distribution for the asymmetry 〈ET cosϕ〉 is quite large
and negative for small, but non-vanishing qT (f. Fig. 5.2). Resummation of
1V̂ET
hanges the qT -dependene of the denominator, whih beomes nonsingular in the
limit qT → 0. Consequently, the asymmetry 〈ET cosϕ〉 with the resummed denomi-
nator asymptotially grows as 1/qT (i.e., in aordane with the asymptoti behavior
of
3V̂ET ). Hene neither the xed-order nor the resummed alulation for 〈ET cosϕ〉
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is reliable in the low-qT region, so that higher-order or additional nonperturbative
ontributions must be important at qT → 0. The asymptoti limit for the resummed
〈ET cos 2ϕ〉 remains nite, with the magnitude shown in Fig. 5.2. Sine the magnitude
of 〈ET cos 2ϕ〉 is predited not to exeed a few perent, an experimental observation
of a large asymmetry 〈ET cos 2ϕ〉 at small qT would signal the presene of some new
hadroni dynamis, e.g., ontributions from T -odd struture funtions disussed in
[95℄.
Figure 5.2 shows that the predited asymmetry 〈ET cosϕ〉(qT ) at qT/Q = 1 is
about 12% for the resummed denominator, while it is about 24% for the O(αS)
denominator. The asymmetry 〈ET cos 2ϕ〉(qT ) at qT/Q = 1 is about 1.5-2% or 3.5-
5%, respetively. Both asymmetries are positive for qT ∼ Q. Aording to Fig. 5.2a,
the size of the experimental qT bins (onverted from the η bins in [65℄) for low or in-
termediate values of Q2 is small enough to reveal the low-qT behavior of
3,4VET with
aeptable auray. However, for the high-Q2 events in Fig. 5.2b, the experimental
resolution in qT may be insuient for detailed studies in the low-qT region. Nonethe-
less, it will still be interesting to ompare the experimental data to the preditions of
PQCD in the region qT /Q ≈ 1, and to learn about the angular asymmetries at large
values of Q2 and x.
To onlude, the azimuthal asymmetry of the energy ow should be measured
as a funtion of the sale qT . These measurements would test the preditions of the
PQCD theory more reliably than the measurements of the asymmetries of the harged
partile multipliity.
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a)
b)
Figure 5.2: Energy ow asymmetries 〈ET cosϕ〉(qT ) and 〈ET cos 2ϕ〉(qT ) for (a)
x = 0.0047, Q2 = 33.2 GeV2 and (b) x = 0.026, Q2 = 617 GeV2. The Figure shows
preditions from the resummed (solid) and the O(αS) (dashed) alulations.
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Appendix A
The perturbative ross-setion, nite
piee and z-ow distribution
In this Appendix, I ollet the formulas for the NLO parton level ross-setions
dσ̂ba/(dx̂dẑdQ
2dq2Tdϕ), whih were originally obtained in [98℄.
Aording to Eqs. (3.60,3.63), the hadron level ross-setion dσBA/(dxdzdQ
2dq2Tdϕ)
is related to the parton-level struture funtions
ρV̂ba as
dσBA
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
4∑
ρ=1
Aρ(ψ, ϕ)×
×
∑
a,b
∫ 1
z
dξb
ξb
DB/b(ξb, µ)
∫ 1
x
dξa
ξa
Fa/A(ξa, µ)
ρV̂ba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T , µ). (A.1)
At non-zero qT , the parton ross-setion reeives the ontribution from the real
emission diagrams (Fig. 3.6e-f), so that
ρV̂ba an be expressed as
ρV̂ba =
σ0Fl
4πSeA
αS
π
δ
[
q2T
Q2
−
(1
x̂
− 1
)(1
ẑ
− 1
)]
ρfba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ), (A.2)
with the same notations as in Chapter 3. In this Equation, the qq¯ struture fun-
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tions are
ρfjk(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ) ≡ 2CF x̂ẑe2jδjk ρf¯jk, (A.3)
where
1f¯jk =
1
Q2q2T
(
Q4
x̂2ẑ2
+ (Q2 − q2T )2
)
+ 6;
2f¯jk = 2 (
4f¯jk) = 4;
3f¯jk =
2
QqT
(
Q2 + q2T
)
. (A.4)
The
(−)
q g struture funtions are
ρfjg(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ) ≡ x̂(1− x̂)e2j ρf¯jg, (A.5)
where
1f¯jg =
Q2
q2T
(
1
x̂2ẑ2
− 2
x̂ẑ
+ 2
)
+ 10− 2
x̂
− 2
ẑ
;
2f¯jg = 2 (
4f¯jg) = 8;
3f¯jg =
2
QqT
(
2(Q2 + q2T )−
Q2
x̂ẑ
)
. (A.6)
Finally, the g
(−)
q
struture funtions are
ρfgj(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ) ≡ 2CF x̂(1− ẑ)e2j ρf¯gj, (A.7)
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where
1f¯gj =
1
Q2q˜2T
(
Q4
x̂2(1− ẑ)2 + (Q
2 − q˜2T )2
)
+ 6;
2f¯gj = 2 (
4f¯gj) = 4;
3f¯gj =
2
Qq˜T
(
Q2 + q˜2T
)
. (A.8)
In (A.8),
q˜T ≡ ẑqT
1− ẑ . (A.9)
The indies j and k orrespond to a quark (antiquark) of a type j or k, the index g
orresponds to a gluon.
The nite part YBA of the O(αS) ross setion (A.1) is
YBA =
σ0Fl
4πSeA
αS
π
4∑
ρ=1
Aρ(ψ, ϕ)
∑
a,b
∫ 1
z
dξb
ξb
DB/b(ξb, µ)
∫ 1
x
dξa
ξa
Fa/A(ξa, µ)×
× ρRba(x̂, ẑ, Q2, q2T , µ). (A.10)
For ρ = 1, the funtions ρRba are
1Rjk(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ) = δ
[
q2T
Q2
−
(
1
x̂
− 1
)(
1
ẑ
− 1
)]
1fjk(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T )
− 1
q2T
δjke
2
j
{
δ(1− ẑ)P (1)qq (x̂) + P (1)qq (ẑ)δ(1− x̂)
+ 2CF δ(1− ẑ)δ(1− x̂)
(
log
Q2
q2T
− 3
2
)}
; (A.11)
1Rjg(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ) = δ
[
q2T
Q2
−
(
1
x̂
− 1
)(
1
ẑ
− 1
)]
1fjg(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T )
− 1
q2T
e2jδ(1− ẑ)P (1)qg (x̂); (A.12)
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1Rgj(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ) = δ
[
q2T
Q2
−
(
1
x̂
− 1
)(
1
ẑ
− 1
)]
1fgj(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T )
− 1
q2T
e2jP
(1)
gq (ẑ)δ(1− x̂). (A.13)
For ρ = 2, 3, 4,
ρRba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ) = δ
[
q2T
Q2
−
(
1
x̂
− 1
)(
1
ẑ
− 1
)]
ρfba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ). (A.14)
From (3.60), it is possible to derive the perturbative z-ow distribution,
dΣz
dxdQ2dq2Tdϕ
≡
∑
B
∫ 1
zmin
zdz
dσBA
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
=
σ0Fl
4πSeA
αS
π
∑
a,b
∑
j
e2j
∫ 1
x
dξa
ξa − xFa/A(ξa)ẑ
3x̂
4∑
ρ=1
ρfba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T )Aρ(ψ, ϕ).
(A.15)
It depends on the same funtions
ρfba(x̂, ẑ, Q
2, q2T ), with the parton variable ẑ deter-
mined by the δ-funtion in (A.2),
ẑ =
1− x̂
(q2T/Q
2 − 1) x̂+ 1 . (A.16)
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Appendix B
O(αS) part of the resummed ross
setion
In this Appendix, I demonstrate that the O(αS) part of the W˜ -term in the resummed
ross setion (3.88) oinides with the small-qT approximation of the fatorized O(αS)
xed-order ross setion. Correspondingly the omplete O(αS) part does not depend
on the sales C1/b and C2Q separating ollinear-soft and ollinear ontributions to
the resummed ross setion.
At qT ≪ Q, the resummed ross setion (3.88) is dominated by the W˜ -term:
dσBA
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
∣∣∣∣
resum
≈ σ0Fl
SeA
A1(ψ, ϕ)
2
∫
d2b
(2π)2
ei~qT ·
~bW˜BA(b) =
=
σ0Fl
SeA
A1(ψ, ϕ)
2Q2
∫
d2β
(2π)2
ei
~qT ·
~β
Q W˜BA(
β
Q
), (B.1)
where
~β ≡ Q~b. (B.2)
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Aording to Eq. (3.92), at b→ 0
W˜BA(b, Q, x, z) =
∑
j
e2j (DB/b ⊗ Coutbj )(z, b)(Cinja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, b)e−S
P (b,Q). (B.3)
The perturbative Sudakov fator SPand the C−funtions in W˜BA(b, Q, x, z) an be
expanded up to O(αS) using Eqs. (3.93,3.101-3.109)
SP (b, Q) ≡
∫ C22Q2
C2
1
/b2
dµ2
µ2
(
A(αS(µ), C1) ln C
2
2Q
2
µ2
+ B(αS(µ), C1, C2)
)
≈
≈ αS
π
(A1
2
ln2
C22Q
2b2
C21
+ B1(αS(µ), C1, C2) ln C
2
2Q
2b2
C21
)
+O(α2S)
≈ αS
π
CF
(
1
2
ln2
C22Q
2b2
C21
− 3
2
ln
C22Q
2b2
C21
− 2 ln C2b0
C1
ln
C22Q
2b2
C21
)
; (B.4)
(Cinja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, b, µ) = Fa/A(x, µ)
(
1 +
αS
π
CF
(
− ln2 C1
C2b0
+
3
2
ln
C1
C2b0
))
+
αS
π
(
(c
(1)in
ja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, µ)− (ln
µb
b0
P
(1)
ja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, µ)
)
; (B.5)
(DB/b ⊗ Coutbj )(z, b, µ) = DB/b(z, µ)
(
1 +
αS
π
CF
(
− ln2 C1
C2b0
+
3
2
ln
C1
C2b0
))
+
αS
π
(
(DB/b ⊗ c(1)outbj )(z, µ)− (DB/b ⊗ ln
µb
ẑb0
P
(1)
bj )(z, µ)
)
, (B.6)
where the funtions c
(1)in
ba , c
(1)out
ba are dened in Eqs. (3.82-3.84). In these equations the
running of αS, whih is an eet of O(α2S), is negleted. Inserting the O(αS) represen-
tations (B.4-B.6) in Eq. (B.3), we obtain the O(αS) expression for W˜BA(b, Q, x, z) :
W˜BA(
β
Q
,Q, x, z)
∣∣∣∣
O(αS)
=
∑
j
e2j ×{
DB/j(z, µ)Fj/A(x, µ)
[
1− αS
π
CF
(
1
2
ln2
β2
b20
− 3
2
ln
β2
b20
)]
+
αS
π
[(
(DB/b ⊗ c(1)outbj )(z, µ)− (DB/b ⊗ ln
[
µ
ẑQ
β
b0
]
P
(1)
bj )(z, µ)
)
Fj/A(x, µ)
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+DB/j(z, µ)
(
(c
(1)in
ja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, µ)− (ln
[
µ
Q
β
b0
]
P
(1)
ja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, µ)
)]}
.
(B.7)
This expression does not depend on the onstants C1, C2, so that the only fatorization
sale in Eq. (B.7) is µ. The Fourier-Bessel transform of W˜BA(b, Q, x, z) to the qT -spae
an be realized by using relationships
∫
d2b
(2π)2
e−i~qT ·
~b = δ(~qT ); (B.8)∫
d2b
(2π)2
e−i~qT ·
~b ln
b2
b20
= −1
π
[
1
q2T
]
+
; (B.9)∫
d2b
(2π)2
e−i~qT ·
~b ln2
b2
b20
=
2
π
[
ln q2T
q2T
]
+
, (B.10)
where the +-presription is dened as
∫
d2qT [f(qT )]+ g(~qT ) =
∫ 2π
0
dϕ
∫ +∞
0
qTdqTf(qT )
(
g(~qT )− g(~0)
)
. (B.11)
Hene the small-qT approximation for the O(αS)ross-setion is
dσBA
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
∣∣∣∣
O(αS),qT→0
=
σ0Fl
SeA
A1(ψ, ϕ)
2
∑
j
e2j ×
× (δ(~qT )Fδ(x, z, Q, µ) + F+(x, z, Q, qT , µ)) ,(B.12)
where
Fδ(x, z, Q, µ) = DB/j(z, µ)Fj/A(x, µ) +
αS
π
{(
(DB/b ⊗ c(1)outbj )(z, µ)− (DB/b ⊗ ln
[
µ
ẑQ
]
P
(1)
bj )(z, µ)
)
Fj/A(x, µ)
+ DB/j(z, µ)
(
(c
(1)in
ja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, µ)− (ln
[
µ
Q
]
P
(1)
ja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, µ)
)}
; (B.13)
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F+(x, z, Q, qT , µ) =
1
2πQ2
αS
π
×{
2CFDB/j(z, µ)Fj/A(x, µ)
([
Q2
q2T
ln
Q2
q2T
]
+
− 3
2
[
Q2
q2T
]
+
)
+
[
Q2
q2T
]
+
×
×
(
(DB/b ⊗ P (1)bj )(z, µ)Fj/A(x, µ) +DB/j(z.µ)(P (1)ja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, µ)
)}
. (B.14)
The funtion Fδ(x, z, µ) ontributes at qT = 0; it reeives ontributions from the
leading order sattering, evolution of the PDFs between the sales µ and Q, evolution
of the FFs between the sales µ and ẑQ, and O(αS) oeient funtions c(1)in, c(1)out.
The funtion F+(x, z, Q, qT , µ) is just a regularized asymptoti part (3.74) of the
O(αS) xed-order struture funtion 1VBA (f. Eq. (3.74)).
The O(αS) ross setion (B.12) an be integrated over the lowest bin of qT ,
0 ≤ q2T ≤
(
qST
)2 ≪ Q2. The resulting integral is
∫ (qS
T
)2
0
dq2T
dσBA
dxdzdQ2dq2Tdϕ
∣∣∣∣
O(αS),qT→0
=
σ0Fl
SeA
A1(ψ, ϕ)
2π
∑
j
e2j ×
×
(
Fδ(x, z, Q, µ) + F
′
+(x, z,
qST
Q
, µ)
)
. (B.15)
where
F ′+(x, z,
qST
Q
, µ) =
− αS
2π
{
DB/j(z, µ)Fj/A(x, µ)
[
CF
(
ln2
Q2
(qST )
2
− 3 ln Q
2
(qST )
2
)]
+ ln
Q2
(qST )
2
[
(DB/b ⊗ P (1)bj )(z, µ)Fj/A(x, µ)
+ DB/j(z, µ)(P
(1)
ja ⊗ Fa/A)(x, µ)
]}
. (B.16)
This expression agrees with Eqs. (3.79-3.81). Tehnially, this integration an be
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easily realized by going bak to the b-spae and using relationships
∫ qS
T
0
J0(qT b)qTdqT =
qST
b
J1(q
S
T b), (B.17)
∫ +∞
0
J1(ab) ln
b2
b20
bdb = − ln (a2) , (B.18)
∫ +∞
0
J1(ab) ln
2 b
2
b20
bdb = ln2
(
a2
)
. (B.19)
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